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Staff Photo by ~t'ville Lo~rg 
U. Gov. George Ryan shows the increase in grants for abandoned mines in Southern Illinois. 
$4 million grant to create jobs 
in statewide nrlne reclamation 
By Paula J. Finlay 
Staff Writer 
More than $4 million in 
federal funds will be spent for 
reclamation of abandoned 
mines in Southern Illinois. 
creating about 160job~,Lt. Gov. 
George Ryan said Tuesday. 
The Illinois Abandoned Mined 
Lands Reclamation Council has 
been granted nearly $i1.5 
million in federal reclamation 
funds for 1984- almMt $5 
million more than last year, 
Ryan. chairman of the council, 
said at a press con'~rence in 
Marion. 
A grant from the federal 
Office of Surface Mining a t the 
U.S. Department of Interior win 
fund 26 reclamation projects at 
31 mine :sites in 16 Hlinois 
counties. Min"!s that were 
worked before implementation 
of regulations requiring 
oper _tors to reclaim their own 
Sites are the ta;get of the 
council's projects. 
Operators are now required 
to contribute 35 cents per ton of 
surface-mined coal and 15 cents 
per ton of underground-mined 
coal for reclamation projects, 
Ryan said, and those fees are 
channeled back to the states 
through the OSM. 
~hirteen of :ile 31 abandoned 
mines statewide slated for 
reclamation are in Williamson, 
Gallatin, Jackson, Perry and 
Randolph counties, Ryan said. 
More than $3 million will be 
spent in Williamson County to 
reclaim eight mines - more 
than in any other county. 
Reclamation will elimin:.te 
safety, health and en-
vironmental hazards and ble .. d 
the land with its natural en-
viromental, Ryan said. 
"Through our reclamation 
work, we elim,nate the open 
shafts, sub.<:idence problem:s, 
gas leaks, fire hazards and 
dilapidated mine structures 
that are sometimes found at 
abandoned mines and can 
threaten the safety of citizens," 
Ryan said. 
The grant is divided into $9.9 
million for construction and $1.6 
million (or administration of the 
prl'gJ'am. 
About 40 people will be em-
ployed for every million dollars 
spent m the reclamation ac-
tivities, Ryan estimated, which 
win mean about 120 new jobs in 
Williamson County and 450 
statewide. Most of the projects 
will be let out for bid tbis spring 
and summer, with construction 
work eXpe<:ted to follow soon 
after. The contracted work 
would be done under the 
supervision of the countil, and 
in most cases it would be done 
by local contractors, he said. 
See RYAN, Page 2 
Shultz says Salvadoran forces 
represent totalitarian interests 
SAN SAL"ADOR. EI 
Salvador rAP) - Secretary of 
State George P. Shultz said 
Tuesday he was "proud to stand 
together" with the Salvadoran 
government, am! he assailed 
violence by both leftist 
guerrillas and ,'ightist death 
squads. 
Arriving at San Salvador's 
airport, Shultz called the leftist 
insurgency a "totalitC'''ian'' 
movement that "depef'!ds on 
outside support" for its sur-
vival. . 
"Our enemies are weak," he 
said. "They represeJ'lt forces 
that are foreign to this 
hemisphere and offer only 
totalitarianism." 
Shultz asserted that "the 
tactics of totalitarian terror and 
the death squads have no place 
in a democracy." 
Shultz's visit to El Salvador, 
the first shp of a five-nation 
tour of Latm ." '1lertca and the 
Caribbean, was seen as a bid to 
boost the morale of a 
Salvadoran government at-
tempting to come to grips with 
the problems of uninterrupted 
warfare and a falte~ing 
economy. 
En route from Washir.gton he 
told reporters he planned to 
encourage the government to 
continue its "definite 
movement" toward curbing the 
death squads. 
He said that if politically 
motivated killings go un-
punished, "the ability of the 
Unll~ States to maintain the 
level of support which we want 
to maintain is going to be very 
seriously damaged." 
Afterward, Shultz bad lunch 
with President Alvaro Magana 
and the six candidates com-
peting in presidential elections 
scheduled for March 25. Among 
them was Roberto d'Aubuisson, 
El Salvador's most prominent 
rightist leader, who has 
claimed that American in-
terference i~ imr.eding the 
Salvadoran army s effort to 
defeat the guerrillas. 
American officials believe 
d' Aubuisson Iut~ ties to riglltist 
death squads. Two months agol the State Department turnea 
down his request for a visa to 
visit Miami. 
Shultz I?lanned to fly to 
Venezueia m the early evening. 
Shultz told reporters on the 
Right from Washingtun that the 
Magana govl!rnment recently 
bas beer. far more outspoken in 
denouncing rightist terror and 
that "a ~OOdly portion" of of-
ficials With death squad links 
have been removed from 
positions of authority. 
Lawyer claims 
accused rapist 
is mentally ill 
8y Dave Saelens 
Starr Writer 
The defense attorney for 
accused rapist Arron L, 
Snowden said Tuesday that 
Snowden's crim£:s are the result 
of the onset af m"nt2.1 illness at 
an early age and eruptions of 
mental illness throughout his 
life, 
In the fIrst day of a bench 
trial before Jackson County 
Circuit ,Judge Richard Rich· 
man, the 29·year-old Cal-
bondale ml1n appeared on four 
counts of rape. two counts of 
deviate sexual assault and one 
count each of home invasion 
and armed violence stemming 
from events which took place 
April 29. 198.1. in a Giant City 
Road apartment. 
Snowden. a former SIU·C 
maintenance employee, was 
originally cllarged with 29 
~ounls mclud'ng rape. home 
invasion, armed violence. 
deviate sexual assault. 
burglary and battery - four of 
which were dismissed last July 
when the statute of limitations 
ran out. 
Richman said the trial is the 
first in the county under a 
revised insanity law passed by 
the Illinois Legislature last year 
which shifts some of the burden 
o{ proof of insanity to the 
defense. 
In pre-trial proceedings, 
defense attorney Harvey 
Welch, of Champaign, protested 
that the new amendment be 
decl .. l"ed unconstitutional as 
applied t.o the facts of the case. 
Richman denied the motion, but 
asked Welch to resubmit it in 
writing. 
In his opening remarks, 
Jackson County State's At-
torney John Clemons said that 
the trial would .. tell a tale of 
considelable tragedy and 
violence." 
Among the first of Clemons' 
eight witnesses were the two 
women who were raped in April 
1983. 
Clemons' first witness. a 19-
year-old woman. said she was 
sl'!eping on the living room 
couch when she was awakened 
by a man entering the duplex 
apartment through the liVIng 
room windcw. 
The woman testified that the 
man was wearing a blue jacket 
over his head and face. and he 
threatened to kill her if she did 
not remain quiet. She said he 
placed a towel over her head. 
then walked into the kitchen 
and opened the silverware 
drawer. 
The second witness, an \8-
year-oJd woman. said the man 
woke her at 1 :38 a.m. and. 
threatening her with a knife. 
forced her into the living room. 
The women testified that th~y 
were blindfolded and gagged 
and were both raped twice. 
The second witness said the 
man then tied her feet together 
and her hands behind her back 
with a !'ope. The first witness 
said that at this point the man 
forced her into the bedroom and 
bel~~ ~i~~~~af~~~'t their 
third roommate, an 18-year-old 
male, then arrived at the 
apartment and the assailant 
tried to keep the roommate out 
!ly holding the door shut. 
The first witness said she then 
pulled the assailant tf, the floor 
and the roommate entered the 
apartment. The roommate 
testified that the man gathered 
his clothes and that, although he 
hit the man once, the'assailant 
got past him and fled the area 
See TRIAL, Page 3 
Amtrak to St. Louis 
may begin in April 
8y Rod Stone 
Stan Writer 
Amtrak is expected to start 
new passenger service to SI. 
Louis from Carbondale via 
Centralia this spring, Rep. Paul 
Simon, D-Makanda. announced 
Tuesday. 
The Amtrak board of 
directors is expected to of-
ficially approve the new service 
Feb. IS, said David Carle, 
Simon's press aide. He said tlle 
new line, which will include a 
stop in Belleville. would begin 
in April. 
Presently. Carbondale 
residents must travel to 
Springfield in ord~r to connect 
with passenger rail service to 
SI. Louis. 
The Amtrak board vetoed a 
direct Carbondale to St. Louis 
Iir.e because the necessary $4 
million in capital im-
provemer.ts would have been 
100 exoensive, ('.arle said. 
Amtrak estimates that it 
would spend about $230,000 on 
capital improvements to get the 
line underway and construct 
connections at Belleville and 
Centralia, as well as 2 
passenger platform at 
Belleville, Carle "said. 
He said Amtrak would begin 
continue," Carle said. 
Carle said that during the 
first six months the train would 
rely heavilj on tourist fare to 
the New Orleans World's Fair. 
The actual test period would be 
the following six months, he 
said. 
Carle said many of the train's 
passengers are expected to be 
SIU-C students commuting to 
Belleville and St. Louis. Amtrak 
believ('S there will be f.ufficient 
passe~gers to maii':~:;; the line, 
he said. 
Cclrle said the line would use 
Norfolk Southern Railroad 
track between St. Louis and 
Belleville, and miMis Central 
Gulf track between Belleville 
and Centralia. 
The new train is one of two 
Amtrak is starting for use 
during the New'Orleans World's 
Fair, he said. 
(Jus 
Bode 
~~:~ne on a trial basis for a Gus says if and when Am .... 
"Amtrak is committed to one gelS OD track for St, Loai •• 
year of service and if the train maybe it'U be ooly balf true Iba' 
proves to be ~ccessful, it will yoa caD't get there from bere, 
No cuts in socia/services EAP program in danger 
City unveils program funding due to poor participation 
By Bruce Kirkham 
ShU Writ~r 
Carbondale's social service 
programs will escape major 
funding cuts in fiscal year 191A-
85 despite expiration of a 
federal grant, the City Council 
decirled Monday as it began the 
annl',al budgeting process by 
un\'eiling maximum spending 
levels for city programs. 
The city will use $87,298 of 
general revenue funds along 
with $99,203 in unspent grant 
funds to help offset the loss of a 
Community Development Block 
Grant, which contributed 
iH16,044 to the city budget last 
year. 
In addition, the preliminary 
budget figures estimate a 
$131,000 increase to $2.31 million 
in local retail sales tax revenue 
and a $49.800 increase to 
$621.100 in siate income tax 
re"~nues. 
national Consumer Price Index 
increase for 1983. 
All council members took the 
opportunity to express their 
opinions about which programs 
should be priorities in next 
year's budget. 
Mayor Helen Westberg 
stressed her support for con-
tinuation of clean-up pro~~ams, 
such as fall leaf collections, 
~~~~u~~c~;.':Kn!~:es~nforcement 
Westberg also favored 
maintaining suprort for 
community socia service 
programs and tightening code 
enforcement. 
Kelley said that he would 
support reductions in the city's 
energy conservation and solar 
ener;O' projects because they 
are a 'iuplication of programs 
sponsor"d by private ir_-
dustries. 
Councilman Keith Tuxhorn 
asked the city to investil!ate the 
possibility of removmg parkmg 
meters from South IllinOIS 
Avenue as an aid to businesses 
in the area. 
Tuxhorn said that no one 
particular area of the ci ty's 
budget should be cut. 
"If we have to cut the budget, 
all programs should t>e 
prepared to take a cut," he sa:d. 
Councilman Archie Jones 
said that he would like to see 
more recognition for citizens 
who improve the city's ap-
pearance and expressed con-
cern for the upkeep of city 
buildings, especially the Eurma 
C. Hayes Center. 
Councilman Neil Dillard 
urged the city to take a greater 
interest in local elementary 
education. 
"[ think the more support we 
can give to the elementary 
school district, the better off the 
ci~y will be in the long run," he 
saId. 
Programs that will be cut are 
the Comprehensive Child Care 
Program, which will have a 
budget ceiling of $417,065, 
$46,535 less than fiscal year 
1983-84, and the Comprehensive 
Health Program, which will 
have a budget ceiling of 
$335,329, $5,891 less. 
RYAN from Page 1 
The move to use general 
revenue funds to support social 
services met with some 
reservation from Councilman 
Patrick Kelley, who said, 
"What this does is postpone for 
one year the day of reckoning 
because it uses up the projecteCI 
increase in general revenue 
funds." 
Finance Director Paul Sorgen 
said departments supported by 
the general fund will receive an 
increase of about 4 percent, 
which is about the same as the 
The Palzo Mine, which 
consists of more than 13) acres 
of surface mine in the Shawnee 
National Forest, is one of the 
mines in Williamson County to 
be reclaimed. 
"Sediment and acid drainage 
from the mine is degrading the 
quality of local creeks and 
groundwater. Working with the 
Forest Service, we want to 
abate tt.cse environmental 
problems and allow increased 
public use of the area," Ryan 
said. 
A 1980 inventory update of 
abandoned Illinois mines 
identified more than 700 sites, 
covering nearly 18,000 acres, 
with significant safety and 
environmental problems. he 
Store hours: 
Mon-Thurs: lOam-8pm 
Fri; lOam-7pm 
Sat: 12noon-7pm 
Prices good through Friday 
said. 
"W(' have a great deal more 
work to do," Ryan said. 
Last spring, Ryan testified 
before a congressional sub-
committee about the allocation 
formula used in distribution of 
reclamation funds. 
U.S. Sen_ Charles Percy said 
he was pleased with the grant, 
the largest the state has 
received for abandoned mine 
reclamation. 
., Anyone who has visited 
some of these abandoned sites 
knows that they are public 
hazards," Percy said. "It is a 
relief to know that this money is 
available and that it will permit 
a great de~l of work to be done 
to clean up these sites." 
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Hy Jay Small 
StaFf Writer 
Seven SIU-C students applied 
for and received $100 awards 
for spring semester from the 
Education Assistance Program 
sponsored by the Civil Service 
Employees Council, but fewer 
students than expected have 
applied this year, a counci I 
member said Tuesday. 
Gary Auld, a member of the 
CSEC Education Assistance 
Committee. said six students 
applied for and received $101' 
EAP awards in tJ <! fall. Thus, 13 
awards have been given out in 
the first year of the program. 
"We had thought that there 
would be more dependents 
participating," Auld said. 
The Education Assistance 
Program awards students who 
are dependents of civil service 
employee!' from a fund ied by 
employees' contribution~ and 
CSEC' fund-raising activities. 
While interest in the EAP is 
less than expected, Auld said, 
the program is in no danger. 
"We have to get it implanted 
in people's minds that this is an 
ongoing program," Auld said. 
"We're In no danger at this 
pomt. We're just gOIng to have 
to build some momentum.'" 
Auld said the CSEC has plans 
to incre:'se the level of funding 
and publicity for the program 
"We think that Increased 
publicity is necessary And 
we're going to try to hold two or 
three fund-raising events 
sponsored by the CSEC." he 
S<lirJ. "We hope that as we raise 
additional funds, we'll get the 
word out even farther." 
For their dependents to be 
eligible, civil service employees 
must contribute at least $90 to 
the fund each vear. Awards are 
distributed equally among 
applicants, and the amount of 
each award is determined by 
the amount of money collected 
through contributions and fund-
raising. 
Civil service employees' 
dependents are eligible for five 
semesters of EAP aid if they 
pursue an associate's degree 
and for nine semesters if they 
pursue a bachelor's degree. 
Auld said the CSEC has no 
plans to change the struc'ure of 
the program. 
The application and con-
tribution deadline for fall 
semester is June 30. 
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Man sues Air Illinois Jeweler asks City Council 
:~~~,,~eath OfH~~-:~~! to buy his downtown property 
staff Writer failing to return to Spnngfield's Bv Bruce Kirkham property before he purchased said that 'he council should 
A Springfield man whose wife 
and 2-year-old son died in the 
Oct. 1\ crash of an Air Illinois 
turborrop plane is suing the 
Carbol!dale-based carrier for 
more than $60.000. 
Robert J. Chantos, 38. £iled a 
lawsuit in Circuit Court in 
Sangamon County Tuesday 
seeking damages from the 
company. He claims his wifej Judy. and son, Jonathon. diea 
because the carrier did not use 
.. the highest degree of care" in 
its operations. 
The lawsuit is the third to be 
filed against the 14-year-old 
regional carrier since the crash 
near Pinckneyville. which 
killed all 10 people on board. 
Chantos' attornev, Robert 
Defsenbaugh. said £he suit is 
based upon the loss of com-
panionship. his family'S 
potential earning ~ower and 
suffering that his WIfe and son 
may have incurred in the crash. 
Chantos has not named a 
specific amount in the lawsuit 
but will seek at least $60.000. He 
has also asked for a jurY trial. 
Chantos charged the' airline 
with falling to • 'properly in-
spect. maintain and overhaul" 
its Hawker-Siddeley airplane 
when it did not repair or replace 
the plane's generators and 
other electrical equipment 
despite "previous malfunc-
tions" a month before the 
crash. 
Captial Airport arter he Siaff Writf'r the Das Fass property. consider purchasing Cleland's 
discovered an electrical Cieland toll! the council that property 
problem. The problem, ae- James Cleland, owner and he worked on the Das Fass 
cordin~ to transcriptions of the operator of the Southern nIinois property pur.~hase for about 
~~~kgl!:~~!~:dd!:i:u~e~~~~~ ~e~~n;e°ci'~~~~~y ~oa!~~\?at~: ~;~aa~irh t~~~u~~~a~ :o~: 
of takeoff. bondale City Council to request understanding that the city 
However. the remaining 
councilmen and Mayor Helen 
Westberg all said that pur-
chasing Cleland's property at 
this time could set a precedent 
for dealing with property 
owners in similar situations. 
Chantos also charged that the 
plane con~inued on its flight 
from Springfield to Carbondale 
despite bad w ... ~ther and the 
availability of i;' alternate 
landing sites . 
that the council consider pur- would purchase his current 
chasing his current place of property. 
business. Councilman Keith Tuxhorn 
The airline, he continued. 
failed to p"operly train its pilot 
and co-piioL in electrIcal system 
emergr·'':ip.s and did not equip 
the plane with adequate 
manuals and checklists. 
Chantos charged that Air 
Illinois did not discipline the 
pilot, Capt. Lester Smith, 
despite reports by fellow em-
ployees that he had exceeded 
safe flight speeds and ordered 
his co-pilots to disconnect 
speed-warning devices. 
The council said that the 
request was impractical 
because pun:hasing Cleland's 
property would open the door to 
similar requests from other 
downtown property owners. 
The city allowed its purchase 
option on Cleland's property to 
expire when plans for ct-n-
struction of a downtown con-
ference center and parking 
··".!Ie were indefinitely 
jIOStponed because of financial 
uncertainties . 
Cleland said he will proceed 
with plans to renovate the 
former Das Fass tavern at 5117 
S. minois Ave .. which he pur-
chased as the new home for his 
jewelry business. 
He also alleged that the pilot Cleland also disputed City 
had flown in dangerous weather Manager Bill Dixon's statement 
when doing so could have been that Cleland is partly respon-
avoided. sible for being in the position of 
The first laWSUit. filed Oct. Ti 
by Jane Brown, the widow of 
crash victim James Brown. 
seeks $10 million. A second suit 
asking for $a million was filed 
by the family of victim Dalbir 
Singh nearly two weeks later. 
STRESS 
AGEMENT 
paying for the new building 
while continuing to pay for his 
current place or business. 
Dixon said that a more 
~~~di~~eb:!~ef: ~rlI~~~~~ 
have waited until the city was 
committed to purchasing his 
TRIAL from Page 1 
on foot Snowden immedi;:otely con-
Carbondale Police Officer fessed to the crimes and a 
Charles Doan testified that he recording was made of his 
and his partner. responding to statement. Brandon said that 
the male roommate's phone Snowden appeared "very 
call, arrived at the apartment remorseful. was aware of what 
at 2:21 a.m. Doan said backup he did and was willing to accept 
:!~~Xhed~~no~ t::f~~~ilir: thTh~~ffic~~~'id Snowden 
suspect. but did not find him. told them he had been drinking 
Four days later. police the night the rapes occ urrE:d 
received an anonymous phone and that alcohol and marijuana 
call claiming that Snowden was caused him to "sometimes lose 
the assailant. according to control of himself." Welch said 
testimony from Christine that Snowden had been under 
Meunyer, a ~olice dispatcher. psychiatric treatment for the 
Officer Michael Dismore, problem. 
ili~o ~~! a!~~n~~~~~v~:tff:~ cI~do: f~~~e~~:1s~~at~g~ 
brandon, said they called in of Snowden during four days of 
Sn(.wden for questioning on the questioning that he was 
ba"ls of the phone tip and "cooperative. articulate. well 
oecause of an anonymous letter oriented." and, in both officerS' 
police received May 5 matching opinions, "a sane man." 
license plates on Snowden's car 
to ones on a car paned near 
Giant City Road the night of the 
incident. 
Both officers testified that 
The trial is scheduled to 
resume at 9 a.m. Wednesday 
when the four defense witnesses 
will give testimony. 
Group Starts Wed., 
Feb. 1. 7·9pm 
J weeks 
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Call 536 .. 4441 to Register 
SANDWICHES 
Sandwiches Include: 
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*Bacon & Cheese extra 
*Not valid with other discounts 
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oHe, e.pl, .. Feb. 13, 1914 
1010E. Main 
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Opinion & Gommentary 
Chief should speak 
softly on allegations 
"I'M OFFENDED by the charges. TI.e only solution is for 
everyone to tell the truth." was Carbondale Police Chief Ed Hogan's 
response to 23 complaints of police harassment filed Friday .. 
Except for the remark about being offende<J, we agree absolutely. 
The problem is trying to find out who is responsible for the offense 
and who. if anyone. is not telling the truth. Doing that is the 
responsibility of the illinois Deparbnent of Criminal Investigation. 
which is charged for investigating the allegations. 
Hopefully, the DC! will find no evidence or criminal abul!!." on the 
part of the police, but until it issues its fmal report, Chief Hogan 
would do well to try not to give any appearance of bias in the in-
vestigation. 
The Chi~'s wiIIiDgness to stand behind his officers is admirable. 
But by ccmtiIually labeling the charges against the deparbneot as 
inference, induwdo and lies, Hopn gives the appearance that the 
police are above any objective Investigation. 
AND IT WON'T win the department any friends in the black 
community either. 
It has been said before tha t the real problem with the relationship 
between the police and blacks isn't likely to be criminal abuse by 
the police, but a communications gap between the two groups. That 
gap won't be lessened if complainants are called, in effect, liars by 
the Chief of Police. 
---~ffe~-----------­
Not all vets think Vietnam was wrong 
Whatever the DCI's final report says, it isn't likely to make 
everyone in the community happy. A more conciliatory attitude on 
the part of Chief Hogan now could help mitigate az:y future disputes 
the report may cau~. 
The police have bad fh·e months to respond to the charges. Their 
response, so fCd', has been denial and delay. But there is another "Ii" 
word lIogan and the Board of Police and Fire Commissiont:rs 
shoold consider in trying to handle the allegations - diplomacy 
And they might try dispatch, too. 
Thanks for help in design debate 
Near the end of last 
semester, about 40 students 
in the Design Program 
conducted a public debate 
concerning development of 
systematic solutions for 
application to local and 
global level probtems. 
Due to the rush of events 
that are so typical of the last 
days of any semester, proper 
recognition of indiViduals 
who helped us with this en-
terprise was inadvertently 
neglected. 
Thus, the design students 
and I would like to take the 
opportunity now to extend our 
bela ted thanks to the many 
individuals from across 
campus and in the COIn-
mUDlty whose efforts con-
trlbuted to the success of our 
debate event. We would 
particularly like to give 
public thanks to the judges 
who attended the event. 
We would also like to thank 
Robert Henderson, producer 
of t.'le sm -C Today Show, and 
several Radio and Television 
graduate students who were 
most patient, helpful and 
informative in regards to how 
such an enterprise is 
produced. David Buckley, a 
~r and debate teacher 
ID Speech Communications 
devoted a considerable 
amount of time in coaching us 
on sorue of the basics of 
debate and public speaking. 
- Caroly. Fon:, 
Lecturer, Design Progra m 
The column titled "Vietnam 
veterans must again show folly 
of intervention" by Colman 
McCarthy. which was presented 
by the Daily Egyptian, was 
extremely interesting. The half· 
truths presented and absorbed 
by teachers and students at 
SIU-C have to he brought to 
light. 
I am a :i5-year-old grand· 
father. a Vietnam vet and was a 
participant in the Crossroads 
operation, the atomic tests held 
at Bikini Atoll in 1946. I am not a 
writer nor an English teacher 
but my background .. ntitles me 
to comment. 
Two names w;;re mentioned 
in the column as reliable 
veterans who oppose our in-
tervention in Central America. 
Gerry Condon, a former Green 
Beret. refused orders to fight in 
Vietnam. Does this make him a 
hero to the people? I've always 
thought that soldiers who run 
away are deserters. This man 
was a deserter and possibly a 
traitor. What would our armed 
forces be if thev were composed 
of all Gerry Condons. and how 
long would there he a United 
States of America? 
The other veteran named is 
Tony Guarisco. a disabled WW 
II vet. He believes his illnesses 
are traced to the atomic tests 
held after 1945. This could well 
be true. but what makes a biltel 
individual en authorit" on 
foreign policy" -
The artk:le states that the 
credibilitv of these veterans 
must be believed because thev 
are the ones who received the 
training and weapons and 
served 15 to 20 years ago. They 
believed our intervention in 
Vietnam was unwarranted and 
that we lost that conflict 
because we were fighting 
against poor, starving but 
dedicated peasants. 
Our military forces did not 
lose that ('cnflict. We were 
ordered not to fire on the enemy 
unless fired upon. We were 
sitting ducks like our Marines in 
Lebanon. We were not given the 
opportunity to right and win. I 
hold no bitterness against the 
Jane Fondas and McCarthys 
because one of mv beliefs has 
always been: "I may not agree 
with what you have to say but [ 
will fight and die for your right 
to say it." 
McCarthy says that rilms 
were shown in Managua that 
horrified viewers ~ause of our 
barbarity in Vietnam. I've 
never seen such films and I will 
not say there were no atrocities 
committed. In mv time in 
Vietnam, I personaily saw only 
one :Jtroclty by U.S personnel. 
A young US. soldier shot a 
water buffalo from a truck. His 
weapon was taken from him. He 
was t·ourt·martialed and made 
to pay the owner. 
I can remember. however. 
seeing hamlet 'lnd village 
leaders hung on poles upside 
down and shot by Viet Congo I 
can remember explosives being 
set off in crowded areas bv Viet 
Cong, killing poor and starving 
peasants. I can remember the 
time during the let offense 
when an infant was left in the 
road. crying. Two "barbarous" 
Marines were killed because 
they picked the baby up. Yes. it 
was booby-trapped by NV A or 
Viet Congo Should I go on? 
Tears come to my eyes when I 
think back and remember. 
I len mv wife and three 
children. took monetary loss to 
serve and if on(' were to ask: 
"Would I do it again?" I'd say 
without hesitation: yes. Why? 
Because even with our c:Jun-
try's faults. it is still the best. 
and someone has to bite the 
bullet. We all can't be Gerry 
Condons. 
- John DaUria. 
I)ongola 
Jackson not organized, but has appeal 
Editor's Dote: The following 
commentary was written by 
Joan Parker and Jack Van Der 
SUit of the Illinois Legislative 
Studies Center, 8anga moo State 
lTnivehity. 
A shrewd observer of 
preSidential politics saw 
something in New Hampshire 
he had not seen for 24 years. 
David Broder reports that as 
Jess~ Jackson toured the state, 
he saw young women express 
their excitement about being 
close to a presidential candidate 
by bounCing up and down like 
cheerleaders at a baD game. It 
conjured the memory of the 
excitement stirred by the virile 
appeal of John F. Kennedy. 
But the stimulating object in 
the instance was the 
charismatic political outsider, 
Jesse Jackson. Never before 
,~Iected to any public office, he 
has focused his attention on the 
presidency . 
While his critics keep 
dismissing him as a political 
freak, a man without a party or 
office base, Jackson keeps 
winning the public attention 
that other politicians cannot 
ignore. For example. Thirmon 
Milner of Hartford, Con-
necticut, New England's first 
popularly elected black mayor 
recently withdrew an earlier 
endorsement for former Vice 
President Walter Mondale ir. 
order to endorse Jackson. 
Another black eastern mayor, 
Kenneth Gibson of Newark, 
New Jersey, has joined up as 
well. 
statesmanship. Again he came 
off looking better than the other 
candidates. including Glenn and 
Mondale who, may have 
demeaned themselves by 
getting into a spi.eful shouting 
match. 
WHAT ARE JACKSON'S 
problems as the nominating 
process goes forward? At least 
three are apparent. First, 
A LATE EN my into a Jackson's record is weak on 
crowded field, Jackson has political follow-through. One of 
surged past the "what's their Jackson's early political 
names"; Hart, Askew, Hollings trimmings came at the hands of 
'Ind Cranston. For weeks they· "Dub Mare", Richard J. Daley. 
complained that the press failed In 1971 Jackson declared 
to take them seriously, focusing himself a candidate for mayor 
only on Mondale and Glenn. of Chicago. After some bobbing 
Well, Jackson has had nc and weaving, feinting and 
complaints about the press; it shadow boxing, Jackson 
has featured him often enough. seemed to lose his resolve, and 
It took Jackson about a w~k his name was dropped from tloe 
to get the American pilot, ballot on a legal point. In 1972 he 
Lieutenant Robert A. Goodman, was going to form a "Liberation 
Jr. out of Syria and emerge with Party," but later joined with 
the image of a peace maker. So Alderman William Singe~ and 
it was not by chance that when displaced Mayor Daley's 
the other Derr.ocratic delegation to the National 
presidential aspirants struck Democratic Convention. He 
sparks on the New Hampshire spearheaded some boycotts on 
TV debates. Jesse Jackson the A " P food chain, Philip 
threw up his hands in gestures Morris and Anheuser-Busch. 
of aecomodation and But his forte was at the media 
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events rather than in im 
plementing agreements and 
putting changes into effect. 
SECOND, HIS organization 
for winning the Democratic 
nomination is spot~y. In Illinois, 
which should be home base, 
Jackson does not even have a 
full slate of candidates for 
convention delegate positions. 
In fact, just before petitions had 
to be submitted, Mayor Harold 
Washington and Jackson had a 
showdown over the matter. 
Mayor Washington organized a 
slate of delegates pledged to 
himself, including some 
Jackson supporters. When 
Jackson called for Washington 
to endorse the Jackson can-
didacy, Washington refused. 
Jackson threatened to run his 
own slate, but shoo·tly after, 
changed his mind and endorsed 
the Washington slate. 
Third, Jackson must change 
his image from that of a special 
pleader to that of a mainstream 
leader. He underlined his 
special pleader image in his 
November 3, 1983 an-
nouncement of his presidential 
quest. " I offer myseif ... to give 
a voice to· the voiceless, 
representation to the 
unrepresented and hope to the 
downtrodden. " He is also 
identified with another un-
~~f:slt~~an ~:J~~~~~m.l:~~~ 
he was pictured embracing 
PLO chief Yasir Arafat. Not a 
very good tactic for adding 
American Jews to the" rainbow 
coalition. " 
BUT THERE IS a moderate 
message in the Jackson credo 
for the downtrodden. He urges, 
commands and cajoles the 
school kids to " be somebody." 
His economic argument is that. 
blacks and other poor should 
concentrate on winniilg jobs 
through moral and social 
pressure on private enterprise, 
rather tllan depending up>n 
political pressure for public 
assistance. 
Jackson's way with words 
reminds us of the skill of a 
French chef whipping up a silky 
meringue. And the jumpers love 
him too. Maybe he can make up 
for his deficiencies with public 
appeal. His boosters said, " 
Run. Jesse. run," and he's 
picking up speed. 
Success attributed to TV publicity Caterpillar Tractor on slow turnaround 
Town kicks TV dependence 
PEKIN lAP) - Caterpillar He said the compal1y for the 
Tractor Co. is rebounding, its past three years has been 
president said Tuesday, but the studying the possibility of 
manufacturer's boorr. days diversifying its product lines, 
won't return "within the decade but would not elaborate, saying 
or within the century." Cat's strategy would be FARMINGTON, Conn. lAP) 
- This town's month-long 
experiment in kicking the 
telev ision habit ended Tuesday, 
with backers claiming that up 
to a third of the residents we'll 
cold turkey and that many 
permanently reduced their 
dependence on the tube. 
Ironically. the sponsors said a 
major contributor to the suc-
cess of the ~roject was all the 
publicity :t got - from 
television. 
TV news co\'erage of the 
program "immediately brought 
national and international 
attention on this community 
and virtually everyone in town 
was aware of it." School 
Superintendent WilEE'.m Streich 
said. 
Streich eStimated that at 
least one-third of the families 
with school-age children pa.--
ticipated in the TV turn-off that 
started Jan. 3 in this afnuent 
Hartford suburb of 16.000 
people. 
"In one elementary school Zl 
percent wt're still involved at 
the end of last week." he said. 
Many who went along with. 
the blackout said they made an 
exception for the National 
Football League playoff and 
SUto~ti~~~ ~'trm::Straint could 
be challenged by telecasts of 
the Winter Ofympics this 
month. 
But Betty Kelly, Iibrariar. at 
Wallace Elementary School, 
said m~t children have told her 
that after a month without 
~!~;~si:: ~~lhar: t': ru~':e~o 
"They've found that they 
have survived." she said. "Not 
many peopie have gone cold 
turkey, but a lot have cut way 
down." 
Nancy DeSalvo. president of 
the Farmington Library 
Council, which sponsored the 
program, said It would be 
"naive" not to see a correlation 
between heavy television 
watching and low pe'ormance 
among students. 
"I see the pre-school 'bildren 
who are looking at 30 bours a 
Inspector at Byron plant 
claims he's blacklisted 
CHICAGO lAP) - Wher: John 
Hughes blew the whisUe about 
the quality of the work being 
done at Commonwealth Edison 
Co. 's Byron plant, he figures he 
also blew his chances to con-
tinue working in the industry. 
"I'm unemployed and 
blacklisted, but that's a tough 
thing to prove," said Hughes, a 
quality~ontrol inspector who 
had worked in the industry for 
13 years before making his 
complaints public lasf April. 
"You cannot h~ a 
whistleblowet and COl .lue to 
work in the nuclear inoustry." 
Hughes was one of four for-
~~fi fi~lboe~ or:~h~e~ uc~~~ 
Regulatory Commission's 
Safety and Licensing Board, 
which on Jan, 13 rejected 
Edison's request for an 
operating license for the $3.35 
billion project. 
The board said in rejecting 
the license request it could not 
be sure the plant was built 
safely because of questions 
about the quality of the work. 
Commonwealth Edison last 
:!er'd,:Ple~t!r~/~eli~~:S~i~~ 
Byron. 
Hughes, who began in-
spection work at nuclear plants 
in 1970, worked steadily until 
Jan, 7, 1983, when he was laid 
off bv Hatfield Electric Co, of 
Chicago, the primary electrical 
contractor at Byron. 
Although Hughes testified in 
Mav before the licensing board 
about a number of quality 
problems he said he had seen, 
the board's report said he was 
"very unreliable and inac-
curate" in his allegations. 
The board said it found little 
substance in charges of all 
former Byron workers, relying 
instead on findings of NRC 
inspectors to deny the Byron 
license. 
But that was disputed by Jane 
Wicher, an attorney with 
Business & Professional People 
for the Public Interest, the 
Chicago-based watchdog group 
that prOVided legal services for 
the coalition that opposed 
Commonwealth Edison's bid for 
the operating license. 
"If it hadn't been for Juhn 
Hughes coming forward, the 
board never would have focused 
on Hatfield and the quality-
assurance problems," she said, 
"He was the catalyst." 
Ms. Wicher also supports 
Hughes' belief that an informal 
network exists among the 
contractors working in the 
nuclear industry and the 
utilities to exclude workers who 
call attention to construction 
problems at nuclear plants. 
Jan Strasma, an NRC 
spokesman in Chicago, said he 
has never heard of such a 
network, and Edison 
spokesman James Toscas 
concurred. 
WEIGHT LOSS GROUP 
Learn the basics 
of health,. 
permanent 
wellhl loss. 
Stlrts Tbunda, 
f •• Z. I·',m. 
fori weeks. 
Call 536-4441 to reSister. 
•
W.lln .... 
C4!'n~r 
week. They are not speaking in 
more than two sentences and 
are not asking questions," she 
said. 
"When I turned off the TV, I 
could do many more exciting 
things." Wallace Elementary 
fourth-grader Mary ·Grace 
Vendola wrote in a school 
essay. "I would do my 
homework without rushing. I 
made several get -well cards for 
my aunt." 
She said she is not permitted 
to watch TV on school nights, so 
quitting cold was "not so hard 
to do." 
". really think TV is a bad 
habit," she said. 
Mrs. DeSalvo said the council 
will soon start tracking the TV 
habits of 25 to 40 families in 
Farmington for four 01 five 
months. 
Streich said he win measure 
~~~ S~~~~e~f ~~ec~W8~:~ ~'~a 
adults in this community that 
will turn on their televisions in 
February and be more 
discriminating ... 
Those among the town's 2,600 
schoolchildren who charted 
their families' viewing patterns 
since the beginning of January 
Will turn in their data this week. 
with results to be announced by 
Feb. 9. 
The Library Council is 
planning an awards ceremony 
for cbildren and adults whose 
pledge cards show they blacked 
television out of their Iiw:s for 
the entire month. 
Caterpillar President Robert revealed in time. 
Gilmore told a Pekin Chamber 
of Commerce breakfast the 
~~~~~~~:~ dO~br~-i'r~~~~ 
repeat the past two )t:ars' 
record $525 million in losses. 
But Cat's recovery will be 
slow, and will depend hea vily on 
a successful sales campaign 
Caterpillar earlier this month 
fCp'0rted It lost a record $345 
million in 1983. After a $180 
million 1982 loss, it marked the 
first time the company posted 
two consecutive years In the 
red. 
°svae"drseaGs •. 'tmesopecre,ialtIYein sEeuc'oonped: The two years of loss followed 
h Cat's record $579 million profit 
ranking executive of Cater· in 1981 on global sales of $'U5 
pillar. billion - also a record. 
r-c==-~ A THE CHINESE NEW YEAR 
Servin, 
Polyn ••• an Cul.ln. 
Dally Luncheon BuRet 
at 3.85 
Combination Plat .. 
star~~iJ 2.85 
., 
• 
• 
For loved ones far & near, one call 
can do it all 
.. wire services 
Visa & MasterCard 
Open Mon.-Sot, Til 7:30 
Sun. 1-5:30 
City Wide delivery S 1 .95 
816 E. Main 
Carbondale, ll. 
618-529-5155 
The Student Center 'nformation 
Desk is running 0 speCial ofter 
for the month of February on 
selected kinds of candy bars. 
choose from Kit·Kat, Milky 
Way, Heath. and many 
others. 
Yours for Only 
."35~5¢ 
Stop by the Informotlon 
for a oHer each .-nonth 
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Cardinal seeks 
support in keeping 
steel facility open 
CHICAGO (AP) - Calling it a 
"human crisis." Cardinal 
Joseph L Bernardin has asked 
the head of U.S. Steel to keep 
the company's South Works 
facility open or find alternative 
uses for it. 
In a letter to board chairman 
David M. Roderick. Bernardin 
urged him to form a coalition 
with government and political 
leaders. union officials and 
religious and community 
groups to head off the facility's 
announced closing. 
In his letter, Bernardin said 
"We are all painfully aware of 
the bankruptcy of small 
businesses and the disin-
tegration of essential neigh-
borhood institutions." 
~HllA~~~,,~~Lr 
JOURNEY TO AN AGE 
(, F KVESOME MAGIC 
1Jetl~(iIIke'f 
THE LO\ST GREAT 
WARRIuR KING. 
Mon.·Thurs. [BJ 
(RHS S:OO@I50I. 7:00. 9:00 
-'1 COIOf 
46 False- god 
48 Th;alls 
49 Anttle 
5(1 Mt:'trlc unit 
5~ DI;~u .. e 
53 Ga,lers 
54 III T boo~ 
55 lOki ~ s.on 
56 Ken 
57 AleuTian Is~e 
59 Gree~ god 
6;> Big bird 
=:: ... .:=:~'*-.:.::..-= 
--HOf'DOG 
JAMES 
STEWART 
I( Mon.·Wed.(5:4S@1.75). 8:00 
-r;.-~ &.b1A~ 
fq Mon.·Wed.(S:3(j@1.75). 8:15 
SeaNC ... 
?O Mon.·W .... (6:oo@1.75J. 8:15 
~ nocn .... h ~ thing in common._ 
UNCOMMON VALOA 
• Mon-W'!d.(6:00@1.751. 8:31) 
IN ALFRED 
HITCHCOCK'S 
REAR 
WINDO'W 
' ..... III<',.IJtr ...---
,.'W)UIIfo .... u..C,h'fuOoClS ...... ~ 
.... " ..... 
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Public may get peek at supernovas 
CHICAGO (AP) - Chicago 
will be the first city in the world 
where the puhlic will be able to 
routi nely observe what 
astronomers see. through a 
{'omputerizf'd hookup with a 
remote-controiled tple..;cope to 
be built in :'\lew :'Iolexico. 
The $20 million telescope on 
Sacramento Peak, which 
planners say will be able to see 
farther into space than any 
other eurrent astronomical 
instrument. will be seeking one 
of a~tron3my's most unusual 
phenomena - supernovas, or 
exploding stars 
Residents of the Chicago area 
will ae able to "see" through 
the telescope by gazing at an 
electronically-linked video 
screen at the Adler 
Planetarium here. officials say_ 
"The public never has h:!d a 
chance to peek over thl' 
SILKWOOD 
MERYl STREEP 
KURT RUSSEll 
2~h CEN1U;~~~ ~ 
ra-&-,~ ;;;o;'-~-8f'';~ 
DAa\Y 1:003:456:309:15 
astronomer's shoulder." said 
James Sweitzer. Adler's 
assistant director 
Eight other telescopes 
worldwide are larger than the 
140-inch Sacramento Pea:" 
telescnpe planned for corn 
pletion by mid 198i, but all 
relXlrtedly suffer from urban 
"light pollution" or deficipnt 
i nstrum£'nta tion. 
Conventional telescopE'S take 
hours to stop what they are 
doing and fOCLS on something 
new. but the Sacramento Peak 
instruP1ent will he the world's 
fastest -- ahle to foeus as fast as 
10 minutes on rare evellts like 
supernovas. 
Su~rnovas have been seen 
""fore. but never have heen 
~tudil'd througtl d large 
te!e~l'ope Thl' ppak or th!· 
l'xplosion la!'ts just twn hour,. 
and oldl'r :l'lest'op{" arr too 
('umhersollH' t<l tw turned 
quickly enough to nhs! rve thl~ 
scientificallv crun;ll 
phl'nOllll'nOn -
The Sacra r.1!'nto i'{'a k 
location. about liM) mill'S north 
of I-:I Paso. Texas. has l'X 
tfl'mplv clear air and low watN 
vapor. 'providing onl' of thl' heq 
possihle \'il'wing sites in thf' 
world. said Don York. an 
astronomer Ht th" lniversi l -; of 
Chicacro -
. YrJrk - was elected first 
director of the tele"co~ at the 
first meetIng of the r()jec:t'~ 
hoard of ~oH~mors last week 
with Re-Flex 
FRIDA Y, FEBUARY 17 
8pm-$15.50 
On sale now. Don't wait! 
Stop by the A rena, the Student Center, 
or Plaza Records today! 
CA 
TbeAIi N 
Dinner 
Includes All 
This And A 
Complete Salad 
Bar For Only 
$14.98 
Every 
Friday Evening 
From 
5pm. to 9pm. 
, . 
~pc ?lPC ~C ~p(:YPC.· SPC CONSORTS PRESENTS: STEVIE RAY VAUGHAN 
and Dnuhll' Trnuhh: 
. 
SPRING BREAK TRIPS 1984 
.. ... AMERICAS 
NEWEST 
GUITAR HERO" 
Rullint:'Sto,," 
Friday, March 9 .. Sunday, March 18 
* 8 nighu at the Whitehall Inn on * 8 days/7 nights at the South Padre 
the beach Marina drluxe condos , 
* 4 persons per room, all rooms with * All condOti have fully equipped kitchens and S. GUITARIST fro.m David Bo. wie's "lETS DANCE~ ... NOW IN CONCERT @TiO) SATURDAY. FEB. 11 8pm : Shrvock t'\uditonum ,-~~ -_. __ Ti~'keI5 $9& $10 
oceanview are acro'l the IItreet from the beach 
* Round trip motor coach transportation * Round trip motorcoach transportation 
On Sale :\"w AI The Student Cenln Ticket Office 
No Caml'ras or T Record.'rs 
* SIU Bash and !tavinlt' hook * SIU PartY wimulic and free refreshment5 
$209 per person $229 per person 
plus $20 damage deposit plul 520 damage dep<lsit 
SSO holds your SpOf S50 holds your spot :IPC 
Sign up in the SPC Office, 3rd floor Student Center 
SOUTH ESCALA TOR 
AREA 
SPONSORED BY 
STUDENT CENTER . ~~C 
CRAFT SHOP/ . ~~~-
SPC 1-"INE . "iii' 
ARTS ".,..jAil' 
J ,.1 Be!!e Davis Wi 7pm ~. "JOHNNY GUITAR .. 
.:.... J'Jan Crawford ~. 9pm 
.• ~. 
.L.~: .. I . THE DISCREETCH.4R.'WOF 
". ~.·IA4i.:;'.~ .. ';'/· 1 ~~ ~J~ "compPlition/llm< lIam·5pm THE BOURGEOISE lpm 
- - .... ) ... " Jud.,,·Peisersprp.enlation ipm PHA"TOMOFTHE f.A ... · J. ~ ~',. - '. "NA"TlONAL VELVET !lpm L1lJ£~T)' 3pm "~ ,/At:-IliY' ,. J!. f ~1JJ.uJjJ \.~ Pam"la )'alp'sprespnlatw" 7pm ~AY. ~.; ..,#~ p(. . FRIDAY WHEN THE MOUNTMNS 
~fAY • APPLICATIONS NOW AVAILABLE .'~ ~:~~:i~t;r:~'·t;;,srese!::;:~~;m ~~~:!~~EUA. REPORT FROM jf" . DUE TODAY ,:J "BORN IN FLAMES 9pm THE FRONT 
.... 1(L.~· _ . . ., UN CHIEN ANDALOU lip'" AnimaledMmpetitionfilms9.·.lO .,...~y for more Infonnatton come up to the SPC Office .~. LOSOLVlDADOS 1130pm VIRIDIANA llpm j;,f{li:'" 3rd floor. Student Center .... SUNDA Y . ~ SPONSORED BY SPC CENTER PROGRAMMING SpeCIal screenings Imm e"l"ps and Judges' wor,~s Ipm5pm 
<ii',-:.&ii,,"'.A .. _~'~'.'i".)od .... ~:Aiit~"~:.4. ~'''~o~~,~<~''':/~:'<''''·<i-.'~:~<:c·4'.· Best o/THE BI(' MUDDY FILM FESTIVAL ipm ~~"",~·~'~h"~;..:""'1.;~~ ... ~ ... j,:~~~~~··~~"""'~·~··~~~"" .~. ~ .... _ .... 
~ . Former U.N. Delegate ~ 
I~m,"';;:~' .................. ~.. and Minister of Foreign - Sf ~. ~ Affairs of West Africa CALL '1 
____ .r.oo.:. ~ •• •• • And!~:e~?,?teh DIAE:~:~KE 
.,u .S. & U .S.S. R. Relations and 
their effects on 3rd World 
MICHAliL GULEZIAN 
OLD MAIN ROOM 
THURSDAYK FEB. 2 
8pm 
STUDENTS FiiEE, $1.50 PUBI lC 
Countries." 
(Jet Involvetll 
C,,,,,,,m, """,iIIfI ",,',e 
T "VlI g R,erufiI" ExprInw' Am 
CIntI, P"f"",,,,iIIg Spirit 
P"""Ii"" $"eill lv,,,,, 
THURSDAY 
See the 
SALUKIS 
IN ACTION US. 
BRADLEY 
At the Arenl 
Thursday NI.hl 
l:35pm 
c..,," fill 
spcow;." 
C,I S36-3J9J :YPC :YPC :YPC' :YPC 
. -
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USO to consider resolution 
on Natural Areas COllllDittee CHmftHOUSE 
Ry John Stewart 
starr Writer 
The Student Senate will 
consider resolutions supporting 
the continuation of the Natural 
Areas Committee and renewing 
the Student Center's food 
sen'ice contract at 7 p.m. 
Wednesday in Student Center 
Ballroom B. 
The senate will also discuss 17 
Undergraduate Student 
Organization con!'titutional 
amendments dealing with 
senator impeachment 
procedures. representation for 
students in General Academic 
Programs and Thompson Point 
residence halls. 
The Natural Areas Com-
mittee resolution. stating that 
the group has only been 
assigned to complete a 
management plan for Thomp-
son Woods, urges that the SIU-e 
administration give additional 
planning projects to the com-
mittee. 
John Corker. di rector of the 
Student CE'nter. will discuss the 
food service contract. which is 
scheduled to expire this sum-
mer. Corker will recommend 
that the senate approve a one-
year extension of the contract 
with Interstate United. 
WhEn the agreement was 
reached in 1981. Corker, th~ 
Student Center Board, and VSO 
were looking for profits. 
ma;.uuliz.·d service, and student 
work opportunities from the 
food service company. In three 
years Interstate has turned a 
$90,000 loss in food service into a 
$61,000 profit, put in a 
delicatessan and mmi-market 
and tripled the number of 
student workers employed at 
the center. 
The food service resolution 
urges the retention of In-
terstate, and that student input 
be obtained prior to future 
rebidding of the contract. 
Consititutional amendments 
up for consideration will add a 
step ir, the process of im-
peachment of senators, alld will 
set guidelines for impeaching a 
member of the Committee on 
Internal Affairs. 
Under the proposed amend-
ment. a sE'nator's trial of im-
peachment would take place in 
the Student Senate. instead of 
the Campus Judicial Board for 
Goverance. The amendment 
provides that the board waul!.! 
remain a court of last resort, in 
case senators wanted to appeal 
their impeachment. 
Another amendment provides 
for the origination of im-
peachment proceeJings against 
CIA members to come from the 
vice president and the senate. 
CIA would originate all other 
impeachment proceedings. 
The senate will also consider 
an amendment to elect one 
more senator from Thompson 
Point and two senatQrs from 
General Academic Programs, 
which are currently un-
derrepresented, the amend-
ment slales. 
701 B s. III inois Avenue 
Corbondale. Illinois 
TEL 61S/549-5032 
are proud to ar""ounce that CHINA HOUSE 
will provide the following men'l for the 
ANNUAL CHINESE NEW YEAR BANQUET 
Sponsored by atlNESE STUDENT ASSOCIATION 
,Crispy Chicken ,MaPo Tofu 
·Lion's head .Hot & Sour soup 
-Assorted Cold Plate .Pork, Chicken, & 
TIME: 7pm. Feb. 4,1984 
Shrimp Chow Mein 
PLACE: lutheran Church Basement(700 S. University) 
ADMISSION: $5.00 
I05-year-old lobster may be in 
hot water after Feb. 10 raffle 
2 HAPPY HOURS EVERYDAY! 
WEDNESDAY 
LIVE BLUEGRASS 
with. CHICAGO (AP) - "Save the whale!" has been a baltIe cry 
among environmentalists for 
years. but now we can add 
"Save the lobster!" 
The crustacean in question is 
a 28-pounder estimated to be 105 
years old. 
The lobster - Sandy Claws. 
by name - is lurking in a tank 
at a North Side restaurant 
where she's being raffied ofr. 
possibly never to see year 106. 
"The meat should taste very 
nice. even after 105 years," said 
Greg Kiefer, manager of 
Charley's Crab restauranL 
Kiefer is willing to prepar<' 
Sandy Claws for a dinner party 
for the raffle winner, but 
concedes he'd rather see her 
advance a little farther into old 
age. 
The decision on Sandy Claws' 
future - or lack of one - likely 
will be made by the winner of 
the restaur&nt's Feb. 10 
drawing. 
Chicago Tribune columnist 
Bob Greene, in writing about 
Sandy Claws, talked with a 
curator at Shedd Aquarium, 
Roger Klocek, who volunteered 
to give the huge lobster a cool, 
watery home if the winner 
wants to donate her. 
Raffle ticket sales "are going 
very good, very good," said 
Kiefer. Nearly 300 of the $2 
tickets were sold in two days. 
Proeeeds will go to the Variety 
l1ub for its children's charities. 
"And today." Kiefer said. "a 
company s:lid it wants to buy a 
block of ~200 worth of tickets to 
save the iobsteL Which is 
great ~ 
"We'd like to see him saved. 
too. We'd like to see him go for 
106." 
Kiefer said letters have been 
coming in on both sides -- to eat 
1>1' not to eal. 
"We got one letter where the 
wife wants lobster thermidor 
and the husband wants to save 
her." he said. "So they bought a 
ticket for each. I wouldn't want 
to be a member of that family if 
they win." 
If the drawing is won by the 
wife or one of the other ticket 
buyers with an irresistable 
taste for lobster meat, Sandy 
Claws takes a dive into boilin.g 
water. 
"My personal opinion is that 
lobsters do, indeed, feel the ~in 
when they're dropped mto 
boiling water," said Klocek. 
"From my understanding of 
lobsters, their nervous systems 
are sophisticated enough to let 
them feel pain. They might not 
scream, but if they could 
scream, they would." 
If a more soft-hc!arled perso~ 
wins, Sandy Claws can live out 
her remaining years in a tank at 
the Shedd Aquarium now 
reserved for the institution's 
only other lobs·:er. a mere 13-
111 S. Illinois 
Co.ne. of M.ln It Ulino'-
CARBOIIDAlE 
529-15&& 
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pounder. 
As to Sandy Claws' 105 years, 
Klocek said she could be that 
old. but that no one CJn say for 
sure. He said it could take up to 
about four years for a lobster to 
put on a single p')und. Using 
that measure. the 28-year-old 
lobster would be more than 100. 
TIMBERIDGE 
N. Washington 457-3308 
bmm!l!e1lt _ ~ 
.............................. ~ 
: VOYERS REGISYRA YION -tc 
: KICK·OFF RALLY : 
: Feb. 6th 1984 : 
• 3-Sp.m. Roman Room : 
: STUDENT CENTER • 
• Come meet your National/and State : 
: 1984 Candidates. : 
• Become Educated • t Register to vote Have your say -tc 
• Registration T"ble 9-4p.m.1 st Floor Student Center : 
: Sponsored by~ IGSPC iC 
-tc •••••••• ~ •••••••••••••••••••• ~ 
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VI ~ ~ 
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GTI to realign field operations; 
will close office, add computer 
Ry Tt"rry Levecke 
Starr Writer 
The Bell System telephone 
companies are not the only 
communications organizations 
reorganizing Illeir operations 
and management. General 
Telephone of Illinois has an· 
nounced plans for realignment 
of statewide field opepations, 
scheduled to go into effect next 
October. 
tn Southern Illinois, the GTI 
office in Olney will be 
eliminated. All customer 
service for the region will be 
handled from the Carbondale 
office. 214 W. Monroe, ac· 
cording to Sharon Witunski, 
service office supervisor in 
Carbondale. Adrrinistrative 
offices will remain in Marion. 
The realignment will cost 47 
johs in Olney and 18 in Car· 
bondale, but eight positions will 
be added in Marion. Witunski 
said. 
The realignment also in· 
dudes additional computerized 
systems for faster and 
smoother service to customers. 
Witunski said. 
The new computer system 
will eliminate vuious paper 
forms currently being used by 
customer service clerks. The 
systel1l will allOY. each request 
to be directed to the specific 
service departments 
simultaneously with the 
customer's request, Witunski 
said. 
Billing will be moved from 
Bloomington to Plymouth, 
Wisc. A toll·free number will be 
available to customers for 
inquiries on long distance calls 
and disconnections. 
However. Witunski said all 
these changes aren't scheduled 
to go into effect until October. 
The Phone Center stores won't 
be affected by the company 
.:hanges, said Sandy Vaughn, 
supervisor of retail sales in 
Carbondale. 
"With the deregulated and 
competitive marketplace for 
communications equipment 
and services, we must continut:: 
to develop even more efficient 
and economical ways to run our 
company," said Charles 
Merritt, the company's state 
director. 
Boyhood home awaits Reagan visit 
DIXON (AP) - Ronald 
Reagan's boyhood hometown 
hopes the president's t>irthday 
visit Monday will paint a 
national portrait of small·town 
'.VI'rmth 
"The only concern we have is 
over extreme cold - outside," 
said !\lavor James Dixon, a 
descendant of this city's 
founder, "This is the biggest 
thing that ever happened here." 
The town. coping with what 
organizers called logistics 
nightmares, is pulling out all 
the stops. hoping it will be the 
biggest. most memorable birth· 
day bash Reagan ever had, 
Dixon said. 
Reaga~l. Who will be 73, lived 
in thi'. northwest IllinoiS 
community of 15,800 after his 
family moved here in 1920, until 
he graduate" in 1932 from 
Eureka College near Peoria and 
headed west. His return will 
mark his first visit to Dixon as 
president, Reagan campaigned 
here iD 1980. 
.. If i I's -tone well and the 
president is pleased with his 
reception ... that's a good 
reference for when lNe go out 
and try to sell ourselves," 
Mavor Dixon said. 
l\-iore than 50 families have 
agreed to open their homes to 
out-oC·lown guests Sunday 
night. said Caroline 
Redebaugh. who is matching 
homes with guests. 
One committee is busy 
making sandwiches and baking 
sweets so White House aides, 
SIU frustee is 
merit board head 
Stu Board of Trustees 
member Ivan A. Elliot Jr. was 
re~iected chairman of the State 
Universities Civil Service Merit 
Board. 
The Merit Board is charged 
with administering a merit 
program for the 44,465 civil 
service employees. at state· 
supported institutions of higher 
education in Illinois and at 
certain allied agencies. 
Secret Service agents, repor· 
ters and others in the 
president's entourage won't 
have to skip lunch. organizer 
Virginia Flower said. 
Reagan is to kick off the four· 
hour visit by dedicating the first 
home he and his family lived in 
after coming to Dixon from 
Tampico, the town 25 miles 
southwest of here where the 
president was born. 
!'lei! Reagan, the president's 
older brother who lives in 
California. also is to be on hand, 
said Marlin Misner. chairman 
of the foundation overseeing the 
$180,000 restoration of Reagan's 
boyhood home, 
"I didn't think there was any 
way in the world they could get 
the house restored in time for 
Monday, but it looks like it will 
be done," Misner said. 
Curator Lynn Knights said 
the home's interior, from 
wallpaper to furnishings, was 
restored to the style it had when 
Reagan lived in it from 1920 to 
1924. 
As many as 15.000 people are 
expected to line the route 
through downtown for a parade 
with more than 60 entries, 
DixQ"l said, 
Tile preSident's reviewing 
stand was to have been the 
balcony of the nearly ISO-year· 
old Nachusa House hotel on 
Galena Street. But organizers 
scrapped the idea when they 
decided the angle for television 
coverage might put Reagan in 
the shade if it were sunny. A 
reviewing stand is being 
erected at another downtown 
corner. 
At the high school gym· 
nasium. another 3.600 people 
with .admission tickets will 
throw a birthday bash for 
Reagan and hear him speak. 
"There's a big debate going 
on," Dixon sa;d, "We don't 
know whether to sing 'Happy 
Birthc'ay, Mr. President' or 
'Happy Birthday, Dutch,' 
(Reagan's nickname>. But with 
3,600 people singing. he won't be 
able to tell the difference 
anyway," 
~,~",\\\"'r"IIIII///~ ~WEDNESDAV 0 ~ ~ ~IS PITCHER DAVo ~ 
~AT~ v 
::::: lC 
--- featurlna ••• 
- 99C mCHERS---" 
---- -""" from open 'til close with the purchase -:::::: 
".,.. of any medium or large pizza. No --...... 
;:;, limit on pitchers of any draft ~ 
'/ . '., beer or soft drink ........ " .. 
, ,/ ~ ..... ,J 222 S. Freeman '-' ~ r';~:l~::' Campus Shopping Center ~ ~ ,r~BIiEJ"'NN ~ V//ilC PIZZ'" ~ 
MORAL AND FAITH DEVELOPMENT IN THE COLLEGE 
'YEARS 
A ellscu .. lon, Featuring: 
Dr. Crall R. Dykstra 
Associate Poriessor of Chrlstlon Educotion, louisville Presbyterian Theological Semi 
Professor-elec:t, Princeton Theological Seminary, Author, Vision and Character 
Thursday, February 2,19" 7:30pm 
INTERFAITH CENTER, 9'3 S. 'lUNO'S AVE. 
(corner of Grond Ave.) 
Sponsored by Unlyersity Chrlstlon Ministries 
(Presbyter/ons, DiSCiples, Brethren, ond United Church 01 Christ) 
ondfhe 
American Boptlst Compus Ministry 
IVERYONE WELCOME. 
DatUlg Game to be held at SlV-C 
The Student Programming 
Council is bringing the Dating 
Game to SIU-C at 7:30 p.m. 
Feb. 14 in Student Center 
Ballroom D. 
The Dating Game will be 
performed as it was on 
television. with one contestant 
questioning three eligible 
bachelors or bachelorettes to 
determine their potential as 
compamons. 
JOE'Y GutiE'rrp7, "'innpr of 
Catch a Rising Star's ('omedian 
search at SIU-C. will hllst the 
game. 
All contestants will he chosen 
from the SIU-C student body. 
Winning couples will receive 
dinner and an evening of en-
tertainment. 
Register 8 a,m. to 5 p.m. 
Wednesday at the SPC offiCf' . 
\I Architectural T Ichnology" 
&hibition 
~ the Sfl~ tf tht D.,.rtltent 
tf Architecturel T .... 
F.~.,,'-29 
~ RICIpfiIII-Tllitht 7,. 
SWeftt Center Art An., 
~""'IIf:SPCF"AIfI&S"" 
c.-CIlftSIMp. 
6~ 
<JitU _ BUSCH DRAFTS 
ALL DAY & NIGHT 
9!oJU~JV~ 
flMflREnO 
STO"EIOOR 
WHut-5fJt/ 
price. good thru Feb, 4, 1984-wa re.arve ehtt r!;~t to limit-nons sold to dealars 
s'icedfree 
T end'rIean fresh rib half 
port< 
loin 
5 
Ibs. 
bulk 
Cii~ __ t~1:S, carrots veg-all 
~ ~ cut green beans 
r.M'""----reshlike ~ 
'., Uarl~ etables 
USOA C~ boneless 
bottom 
round roast 
.1~ 
alflavors 
Pevely 
ice cream 
: 2/3. 
etns. 
.,OOIorwa1<" 
S1artdst 
chunk tuna 
•. 5~ .• 73 
can 
MEAL AND MOVIE 
BUY ONE - GET ONE FREE 
Details In Store 
.....- ~~ri 
gnn<ls ~Ia 
coffee 
~ 3~ 
purchase " serno< clfIlens W11h S 1 0 purchase 
Mello Yelo or reg "'.:Jtel 
Coca-Cola 
8 pak 
16az .• 
cln 49 
plusdepos" 
Dole golden 
bananas 
3 h 1 . 
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Comic strips called art form staff Photo by Stephl'n Kennedy 
Tom Ogilby _ senior in Industrial Technology, Hall. Comic strip art is on display at Mitch~!1 
studies a "Krazy Kat" comic strip at Quillley Gallery through Marcb 1. 
Exhibit is 'art for tnasses' 
By Darren Hillock 
Student Writer 
You may think that a cartoon 
of Lucy pulling a football out 
from under Charlie Brown is 
just a primitive line drawing 
conveying a simple humorous 
message. meant to be read and 
then discarded. Jerome Muller 
of Costa Mesa, Calif., a 
collector of comic strips, thinks 
they are more than that. 
"Comics may not be fine art, 
but they definitely haVE' aspects 
of art," said Muller, who is 
exhibiting a portion of his 
collection at the Mitchell Art 
Gallery in Quigley Hall. "It's 
kind of a vulgar phrase but, tht' 
comic strip is art for the 
masses." 
.. It's likt' the difference 
between ballet and musical 
comedy, " Muller explained in a 
te~~~"eex~~~i7.ie~tled "The 
American Comic Strip," in-
eludes works by cartoonists 
from R.F. Occault, creator of 
The Yellow Kid, which is 
~enerallY considered to be the 
d~!t~~rr;,}Ci~ ~~ ~':ne:i 
strip Doonesbury. Most of the 
important strips from the years 
in between are represented, 
including Muller's favorite, 
George Herriman's Krazy Kat. 
This strip tells the adventures 
of Krazy Kat, Ignatz (a mouse 
who delights in creasing 
-.u~zy's bean with a brick) and 
the vigilant "Offissa Pupp," 
who seeks to protect Krazy and 
put the ever-delinquent Ignatz 
behind bars. The strip's action 
takes place amid a strange, 
changing surrealistic landscape 
of plateaus and dark midday 
skies. Despite the small cast of 
characters, Muller feels the 
strip, regl'lrded by many as the 
greatest of all comic strips, has 
a Wliversality that makes it one 
of the most import''"t of the 
early strips. 
"Herriman's work in Krazy 
Kat is very poetic and fantastic 
and was one of the first strips to 
use language distortion, a 
techniQue later usc<i by others 
such as Walt Kelly in Pogo," 
Muller s::id. "Herriman used 
original ideas that sprung from 
his head - he was a cartoonist's 
cartoonist. " 
But despite critical acclaim 
from inteliectuals, Kraz~' Kat 
never was that popular with the 
general public. 
"I even know cartoonists' 
whose heads it's over," Muller 
said. 
Muller started collecting 
strips about 20 years ago after 
working 15 years as a magazine 
editor in Milwaukee. During 
those years he started getting 
strips ·from cartooilists whom 
he came into contact with at 
work, anei eventually the 
collection started JU'owing. 
"It wasn't serious at first, in 
fact in the first five years I 
didn't spend any money," 
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Muller said. "Then as I started 
acquiring rar~r things I started 
spending more money." 
Muller obtains the works 
from a variety of sources, in-
cluding the cartoonists them-
selves, trades with other 
collectors, widows of car-
toonists and estate sales. 
"It used to be that you could 
write just abou~ any cartoonist 
and get a drawing, but I guess 
they wised up, because no one 
gives them away for free 
anymore," Mulle\" said. 
The drawings in the 
exhibitioll are all ink originals 
drawn by the artists, from 
which a plate was made in the 
days of letterpress PI' .n~in~. 
Now a photographic process IS 
used to reproduce the image in 
the onset printing process. 
While the comic strip as a 
form has its origins 'n Europe, 
Muller said he feels the comic 
strip as we think of it today is 
Wliquely American. Other than 
the general, 'a tegories uf humor 
and adventu.-e, comic strips are 
hard to group together. All, 
however, have certain general 
characteristics. 
Rasically, a comic strip is a 
series of pictUl'<..'S closely linked 
by time, with dialogue as an 
integral part of the picture. The 
second hct is an important 
difference ~rom magazine 
cartoons, where tilt! dialogue is 
in caption fonn outside of the 
See COMICS, Page 13 
Jobless rate increases., 
still lower than year ago 
Unemployment increased in 
33 Southern Illinois cOllnties in 
December. reflecting seasonal 
layoffs. especially in (on· 
st!"'lction, according to f;gtlres 
releasi'd Tuesday by Illinois Job 
Sea vice 
But despite the increase in the 
region's jobles" rate, UT'em· 
ployment is still significantly 
lower than a year ago in all 
areas, said Dennis Hoffman, 
labor market ec')nomist. 
Jackson Co\,nty's unem· 
ployment rate Increased to 8.6 
percent from 7.3 p'!rcent in 
Novemlxr 1983. The December 
1982 rate W?ii 10.1 penent. 
In Williamson Cour.ty, the 
jobles.s rate for D·~cember in· 
C""~Sf!d to 17.1 percent from 
15.2 percent in November This 
was down over ..! percent from 
the December 1982 figu!"e of 19.6 
percent. 
Perry County f'xperienced a 
slight increase. from 12R to 13 
percen:. The fJgm'" In 
December 1982 wa;; 17.9 pE'r· 
cent. 
Randolph County'S joblf'sS 
rate increased nine·tenths of 
one pt'rce!lj to 9 9 percent 
Franklin County unem· 
ployment increas~>d 2.2 percent, 
io 17.9 percent, from November 
to December. The December 
1982 rate was 22 oercen!. 
In Union County, December 
unemployment was 14.9 per-
('cnt, up one percent from 
November 
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"Marsha, our staff and I believe that true 
service is not how many people we can rush 
through our business daily, but rather to take 
the time to care for your individual needs. 
Our highly educated and dedicated staff ore 
here to serve you. That's why we can honestly 
say we try horder to meet your needs." 
Robert Straube 
(Read: John 8:37-51) 
THE HAIR LAB Sft-I .. S 
7111. Unl .. nlty (on tk .. I ....... 
'Rabbi' compares himself to Jones 
Guyana sect touts black supremacy 
t; t:ORG El OW:'Ii, Guvana 
',-\I' , '- David Hill. a fugitive 
[rom l'S ju.,til'l', 'Jst>d to picket 
\\ hite busin{':>~p:; In {'lev{'land's 
black ghettJ. Today, he calls 
himst'lf Habbi Washington and 
lives in luxurv in this im-
povt'rished land' as kmg of the 
House of israpl. a hlack 
5upremac" ~nt with 8.~00 
followers 
The short. rotund. self·stvled 
black rabbi rides through' the 
tree-lined streets of this tropical 
South American capital 11> big 
American cars. armed guards 
beside him and an aUlOmatic 
pistol in his pocket 
He piedches pach afternoon 
Oil the government-()wned radio 
station that Jesus was black 
and a Jew ilnd that black men 
will inherit the E'erth. 
His members \\ ork for the 
House of Isra('1, either on a 
li,30O-acre farm in the jungle 
not far frot! where Jim Jones 
and more than 900 members of 
his People's Tt'mple died in a 
mass suicide Nov. 18, 1978. or in 
factories which produce 
African-style clothing and 
Rabbi Salted Peanuts and 
Rabbi (banana) Chips_ 
The 55-year--old Washington is 
a militant ~upporter of socialist 
President F'orbes Burnham. 
Some say Washington's 800-
man Royal Cadet Corps is as 
well trained and armed as the 
national defense forces. 
Human rights activists and 
other religious leaders blame 
Rabbi Washington for much of 
the country's political violence. 
"People are afraid of him." 
said Rev. Andrew Morrison. a 
Jesuit priest and editor of the 
COMICS 
from Page 12 
actual picture. 
But these two elements are 
where the similarities stop and 
the variations begin. According 
to Muller. the drawing styles 
d~iwr!~~~"a~::'~~t S!~R~Utk~ 
sim{llicity while others. in-
cludIng many of the adventure 
~~~;~;t :~fts~:~g~e.s of ex-
"U's hard to singfe out any 
single strip as the most im-
portant in the exhibition," 
Muller said. But he cited 
several 2S contenders, in-
cluding Bud Fisher's Mutt and 
Jeff, the first daily feature to 
appear in the strip fonnat and 
Robert Crumb's Beanies 
Wearzies, the only example of 
the underground comic to the 
exhibit. 
Muller feel!: that comic strips 
in general have 2'n import'~nt 
functioo. 
"Comics bridge the gap 
between fine art and the 
masses," he- said. 
The show, which includes 45 
strips, is one of two traveling 
shows that Muller has tnuring 
at this time. Besides SIU-C, the 
show has been presented at the 
Midwest Mu eum of American 
Art, the University of Chicago 
and the Birmingham Museum 
of Art. among others. 
The exhibit wi!! bP at SIU-C 
until March I. 
Puzzle anSWer8 
I L V 
CatholiC Standard. the only 
privately owned npwspaper in 
Guvana A member of 
Washington's congregation was 
convicted in 1980 of attacking 
and killing the paper's 
photographer as he took pic-
tures of House of Israel 
demonstrators pr()l~s!ing an 
inquiry into thp assassination of 
an opposition politician. The 
inquiry was never completed 
In a recent interview, 
Washington denied he was a 
henchman for Burnham. who 
for 19 years has ruled this 
Idaho-sized country of 800.000 
people on the northeast 
shoulder 01 South America. 
"{ have read that I'm his hit 
man, that we carry out his 
bustin' up of opposition political 
meetings. All of that is just 
baJonE'y .... 1 hope the presidenl 
is not my enemy. I hope he is 
my friend." 
But Burnham said in a 
separate interview that he had 
neVE'r formally met 
Washington, although he had 
seen him on the street. 
"He drives some big Yankee 
car," the president said. "We 
do not allow him to be armed. If 
we thought he were armed, we 
would knew what to do because 
it is an offense under the law." 
When Burnham protested ~;~ 
U.S.-led invasion of Grenada in 
October, Washington and 
several hundred of his 
congregation surrounded the 
V_So Embassy and held an all-
night vigil. 
When the cane field workers 
went on strike, Washington sent 
350 of his faithful to save the 
sugar harvest. 
Washington said he came to 
Guyana in 1972, after stops in 
Algeria. Hail! and Cuba. to 
escape serving prison SE'ntences 
in Ohio, Clevela'ld court 
record!> show Washington had 
ht>en com icted of iline counts of 
blackmail in connection with .1 
boycott whieh forced several 
White-managed ~h:Donald's 
fast food franchises in 
ClcHland to bt> sold to blacks 
It. Guyana. Washington has a 
private home beside the 
Caribbean, a rambling, well-
rurmshed, single-story house 
with a swimming pool. Hand-
written labels are tacked to two 
lounge chairs in the dining 
room. One says "the king," the 
other "the queen." Wa!.hington 
refers to his Guyanest: wife and 
three children as tne ruyal 
family. 
His aid~ are called princes. 
When they enter his study. they 
salute with a clenched fist and 
address him as "your 
highne!.S ... 
"I am the king. They refer to 
me as the king of Israel," he 
said. 
"Everybody that's wantin' is 
gettin' now, and that's my 
religion," he !:aid. "I don't 
believe in 1\0 milk and honey in 
heaven. __ I want now. I want 
land_ I want it now. I'm trying 
to get some more. I want milk 
and honey. So I buy cows, we 
get some milk and we get 
beehi'/es and we get some 
honey, right now, here on this 
Earth_" 
He said his ultimate goal was 
to leave the House of Israel's 47 
synogogues behind and move· 
"I have a community bigger 
ATTENTION 
ALL 
ENGINEERS! 
NEW MEMBERSHIP NITE 
FEBRUARY 1 st 
6:00p.m, • Saline Rm, Student Center 
ALL MEN AND WOMEN WelCOME 
JOIN IN THE DISCUSSION OF SEMESTER EVENTS 
~SHMENTS_DOOR PRIZE  SOCIETY OF WOMEN ~ . ENGINEERS 
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UGG ... 
The New Sheepskin Boots 
From Australia Are Here! 
Original Uggs Insulate 
Breadl And Are Machine 
Washable For Year Round 
Versatility. Microcell Rubber 
Soles For Years Of Wear. 
They're Great. 
The 
Barefoot CoIIIder 
c-= 201 W. Walnut 'l±J ph: 4S7·86JI 
HRS: WED-SAT 9am·7plll. 
than his IJlm Jones}," he 
sald.--Jim Jl'nes onlv became a 
devil after he was dead WI-!en 
Jim Jones w~s alive he was 
almost a messiah 
"Jim Junes was a member of 
the Guyana Council of Chur-
ches, which has damned Rabbi 
Washington. After Jim Jonps 
was exposed, they wanted to 
transfer their guilt from the 
Christian religion and who 
couid they find to saddle the 
blame on'; Rabbi Washington. 
jThey say} the House of Israel 
is t!le next Jim Jones." 
Washington said there was a 
great deal of presl'ure on 
Burnham to get him aut of the 
country 
"Ilere I am il1 South America 
where the churches. the unions 
and all the opposition parties 
either would like for me to be 
dead or turned over to the FBI 
in thE' mor"''lg.'' he said 
"Gov,· n :lE'nts havE' ten-
dpncips ff changing their 
minds. Politics is thp science of 
deals. They'd give a I,ood deal 
to get Rabbi Washington out of 
this country." Washington said. 
"Be it true or false. most 
people in this country helieve 
that n{'xt to the Guvana Defense 
Forces. Rabbi Washington and 
his forces are the most 
equippE'd, the most military 
trained and the most prepared 
to fight." 
SOUTHERN OUTDOOR ACVENTURE RECREATION 
UNDERWAY PROGRAM ---- TOUCH OF NATURE 
IB.I~ FOR SPRING, 1984 
3/3/84 Introduction t~ ____ ..s~ing 
Explore two local caves and learn the basics 
of safety, geology and equipment. B.Y.O. 
lunch. S12.50 per person 
Signup deaaline ---- 2/28/84 
3/9-18 BACKPACK t_he (;Rl\tH1 CANYON 
Hike along the Colorlido River, experience 
a vast and Leautiful wilderness_ S288.00 
pre-trip meetir,q/siqnup deadline - 2/28/84 
3/10-17 CI\NOf; the RUI-FAW RIVER 
S"t in the Arka:;~~-;-7\zarks, the Buitalo 
flows past 500' bluffs, deep side canyons 
and caves. S180.00 per person 
Pre----trip meeting/signup deadline - 2128/84 
3/31/84 INTRODUCTION 10 RorKCLIMBING AND 
RAPPELLING 
----
Do at least 3 climbs and 3 rap~els in a 
safe way after learning basic rockcraft 
skills. B.Y.D. lunch_ $21.50 per person 
Signup deadline - 3/27/84 
4/14-15 CANOE the BIG MUDDY RIVER 
15 miles of easy floating, springtime 
camping along the river and basic water-
safety instruction. S42.50 per person 
Pre-trip meeting/siynup deadline -4/10/84 
4/28-29 ROCKCLIMBING AND RAPPELLING WEEKEND 
TWo full days of instruction and practice 
on same of the best rock in the midwest. 
Skills include belaying, anchoring and 
simple assists. $57.50 per person 
Pre-trip meetil1g/signup deadline - 4/~4/84 
5/13-16 CANOE the CURRENT RIVER, MISSOURI 
End the semester and start off summer with 
four days on a National Scenic Riverway. 
$110.00 fer person 
pre-trip meeting/signup deadline - 5/1/84 
COST of each trip includes all equipment, in-
surance, instruction, food (except where noted 
and transportation. All trips begin and end 
at the STUDENT CENT>...R (front entrance). Par-
ticipants need to provide their own clothing, 
footwear and camera. SOAR trips are open to 
everyone. Payment in full is due on or be-
fore signup deadline date. 
PRETRIP MEETINGS - 7pm, REHN HALL - RM 10!.! 
on date indicated. 
FOR MORE INFORMATION, CONTACT JOE STEHNO at 
TOUCH OF NATVRE. 529-4161 
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AERho to Inform public, rais(~ 
money for Tourette Syndrome 
By .Joyce Vonderheide 
staff Writer 
Seven-year·old Mike 
SOIT. etimes screams suddenly 
and jerks his head. At other 
ti'nes he makes faces and 
~h(tuts profanities. His actions 
are beyond his controL 
In the past, he might have 
been considered mentally ill, 
but his problem is not mental 
illness. Mike suffers from a 
neurological disorder called 
Tourette Syndrome. 
1'8, which usually strikes i~s 
victims between ages two and 
15, affects some 100,000 
Americans and is often un· 
detected or misdiagnosed. 
Symptoms include involuntary 
muscular movements and 
uncontrollable noises - grunts, 
snorts. barks and profanities. 
These symptoms vary in 
frequency and severity over 
time and disappear during 
sleep. 
Ine Stu..c chapter of Alpha 
Epsilon Rho. a national 
broadcasting society. is 
launching a campaign to inform 
area people about TS and raise 
money for the ToureUe Syn· 
drome Association. 
The disorder is controllable 
but the medication now used 
has undesirable side eCfects. 
according to Bunny Greiman, 
1'8 committee coordinator for 
AERho. Money raised by 
AERho will support research to 
find ways to better control and 
eventually cure 1'8. 
Greiman has sent letters 
about TS to area grade and high 
schools so teachers may be able 
to identify symptoms of the 
disorder in their students. 
AERho will set up in· 
formation booths in the 
residence halls, the 'Student 
Center and the University Mall 
during February, which is 
National Tourette Syndrome 
Awareness Month, Greiman 
said. Fliers will be distributed 
in the residence halls and 
donation cans will be !.'et up in 
area stores and offices. 
A benefit featuring The Hip 
Chemi!>·s will be held Feb. 29 at 
T.J. 's Watering Hole with all 
proceeds going to TSA. About 4'1 
merchants will donate prizes 
including a Sony Wa!kman 
portable cassette player, a 
camera and a bicycle, Greiman 
said. 
A number of campus groups 
and area businesses have in-
dicated interest in milking io'i" 
community more aware of TS, 
Greiman said. 
The AERho chapter that 
raises the most money for TSA 
will receive a plaque at the 1'8A 
!'Iational Convention in Las 
Vega:.. Receiving the plaqu~ 
from honorary national 
chairman William Shalner is a 
goal for the SIU..c chapter, 
Greiman said. 
Rose Other, president of :he 
Greater St. Louis 1'8A chapter. 
will be the guest speaker at 
AERho'smeetingat7 p.m. Feb. 
8 in Lawson Hall 201. Those 
wanting more ir.formation 
about TSA should attend the 
meeting, Greim.1n said. 
Reagan attacks critics of tax plan 
CHICAGO lAP) - President 
Reagan. in an indire.<:t attack on 
Democrats in general and 
Walter F Mondale in par-
ticular. said Tuesday that 
opponents who attack his ad· 
ministration's tax program are 
"trying to appeal to greed and 
envy." 
"The finger'pointers and 
hand-wringers of today were 
the policy-makers of yester· 
day." the president said, "and 
they gave us economic 
stagnation and double-digit 
inflation. " 
"This is the same anti-
business. anti-success attitude 
that brought this country to the 
brink of economic disaster," 
Reagan said in a reference to 
the inflation and interest rates 
at the end of the Carter ad· 
ministration, in which Mondale 
served as vice president. 
On his first trip out of 
Washington after formally 
ALLINSTOCK 
SIUITEMS 
20% OFF 
~~~~y 
Men'S Ie Women'S SlJ 
Jackets. JeI"Se'S. 
T·Shirts. Ha1S. •• 
Our new location 
at~,College 
announcing that he is running 
for re~lection, Reagan made 
his attack in remarks prepared 
for delivery before a convention 
of the concrete and gravel in· 
dustry. 
Asked whom Reagan was 
referring to. and specifically 
whether it was Mondale, White 
House spokesman Larry 
Speakes said, "We'll never say. 
They kr.ow who they are." 
Protest outside 
futile, Page 20 
Speakes told reporters 
aboard Air Force One that the 
trip was considered non-
political because Reagan was 
not meeting with political 
leaders. "He doesn't have any 
're-i!lect me' in his speech." 
He said the decision to bill the 
Page 14. Daily Egyptian, February I, 11184 
trip as such and pay for it with 
gf'vernment funds had been 
made by White House and 
campaign lawyers. Asked how 
much the trip cost, he said, 
"Not that much. A cheap trip." 
Reagan, who campaigned in 
1980 on a promise of balancing 
the federal deficit, said he has 
attempted to keep the issue 
"from being totally politicized" 
this year by urging creation of a 
bipartisan congressional group 
to seek ways of limiting the flow 
of red ink. 
"My only caution is to watch 
out fllr those offering easy 
answers," Reagan said. 
The president said that while 
"substantial measures" will be 
required, "one thing is certain. 
Raising taxes and threatening 
the recovery is no answer." 
He called for congressional 
approval of line·item veto 
legislation. 
INTRAMURAL SPORTS 
Sponsors 
TAlLE TENNIS TOURNAMENTS 
For Men and Women 
Novice-lntermediote·Advanced·Open 
ELlGllLE: All current SIUC students who have paid 
any portion of the Reaeation Fee. Faculty/stoff and 
spouses with current SRC Use Cord or with payment of $3.00 
entry fee + SRC doily use fee are also eligible. 
RlGISTltATlON: Sign up at SRC Information Desk. A $1.00 
fodei. fee is required and is refundable to all partici-
ponts who do not foneit any contests. 
IVENT: Doubles entries close Monday. February 6. 11:00 p.m. 
Ploy begins Wednesday, February 15. t~~,!t 
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Hazingill'e'gal'io'Greek system, 
but still continues at SIU-C 
WISTOWN UNIFORMS 
AncJ M.cJlcal Supplle. Gl 
GA T J: 15% Off .~ ,'" 
QJl\lS19 Yellow Tag Ii Ry Sh4'ila Rog4'r5 
starr Wril4'r 
In the spring of 1981, Mark 
was pledging a fraternity on 
SIU-C's Greek Row. As part of 
his initiation into the group, 
Mark c01.1dn't eat or sleep for 
four days. In another initiation 
rite of the same fra ternily, 
Mark and his fellow pledges 
were lined up and doused with 
cold water and pudding. 
The activities are known as 
hazing. Hazing is illegal in 
Illinois, within the Greek 
system and at SIU-C, but is still 
practiced by some fraternities 
and sororities on campus. 
Last September, the Tnter-
Greek Council passed a 
resolution condemnin~ and 
outlining possible penalties for 
hazing. 
Fraternities and sororities on 
campus were given a cOPf of 
the resolution, which gIVes 
examples of hazing, such as 
paddling or striking a pledge. 
causing a pledge to be in-
decently exposed or forcing a 
member to ea t or drink against 
his or her will, said IGC 
Chairman Bob Craig. 
Alternatives to hazing. in-
cluding guest speakers and 
workshops on study habits and 
time management. were 
suggested in the resolution. 
One of the problems with 
hazing is how to identify it, 
Craig said. 
··It is any kind of acti.ity that 
is mentally or physically 
abll.<;ive to an individual," he 
said. 
Some fraternity members 
said that some sororIties are 
guilty of hazing, 100. They 
accused sorority members of 
having their pledges refrain 
from talking to anyone for a 
week. act as slaves and stay in 
the basement of the house. 
However, sorority members 
who were questioned about the 
allegations denied the ac-
cusations. 
"I've never come in contact 
wit:l hazing or anything that 
causes mental or physical 
str ess, .. said one sorority 
member. 
"It would be ridiculous if any 
oC our melT. bers resorted to 
hazing," another member said. 
The IGC will investigate any 
hazing accusations brought to 
its attention. When a report of 
hazing is received, an advisory 
board will be set up and both 
sides will be heard, Craig said. 
Recomr·.:,ndations will then be 
made to the Office of Student 
Development. Craig said he 
knows of no reports of hazing 
since he has been IGC cha;r-
man. 
Craig said that hazing is 
carried out because of the "they 
did it to me. we're going to do it 
to them" tradition. He added 
that groups haze to "make men 
and women" out c: their 
members. 
··Most organizations are 
realizing that these traditional 
activities are really useless." 
Craig said. 
said. "The way to draw the line Mark said he put up with 
is if the person involved feels hazing hopeing that someday he 
they are belnE: hazed." could stop It. 
One fratermty member. who 
asked not to be identified, said 
that these questions should be 
asked to determine whether the 
activity is hazing. Would you do 
it in front of your mother~ 
Would you do it to yourself~ Are 
you forcing or humiliating 
anyone? 
Craig said he wishes hazing 
~:~e:;~!s~o~lftm !~~f~~i a:! 
"Other members wanted to 
get their chance to do it. I 
couldn't see any reason for it," 
Mark said. He said that hazing 
doesn't exist in his house now 
and that most of the hazers are 
gone. Another member of the 
same house said that hazing is 
being done away with because 
present members are "more 
mtelligent" than previous ones 
and wouldn't tolerate hazing. truthful to say it isn't. There's 
too much opportunity behind 
closed doors.' "Part of pledging is to grow 
SIU-C fraternity members' with the fraternity. The frat is 
say that pledges have been suppose to be a bunch of 
hazed as recently as last brothers. How can that be if a 
semester. One member said week before they were abusing 
that pledges to his fraternity you?" one frat member said. 
were linecf up facing each other. 
They were given Alka-5eltzer 
rtn~r~~~~ ~~~~~ ~~ ':lh~ 
Seltzer dissolved in their 
mouths and was unbearable, he 
Two of the fraternities have 
had in-house battles about 
whether hazing should con-
tinue, according to one mem-
ber, who commented, "It's kind 
'5. _ 
'-a=;5::= on TV.I WliiL;D 
104 CABlE FM/OOO AM 
WI DB goes to cablevision 
Channel 7 with the 
premiere presentation of 
"Sports View" 
Tonight 6:30p.m. 
of an endless battle because 
people are basically cruel. It's 
Just like at war when people 
make other people play RUSSIan 
roulette and don't feed them fer 
days. It's really p,ointless. 
Wha~'s the purpose? ' 
Craig said if fraternity or 
sorority members feel they are 
being hazed, they should con-
tart the TGC. He added that the 
way to t'liminate hazing is to 
educate all members of the 
organizations about the dangers 
of it and to give them con-
structive alternatives. 
One fraternity member said 
he doesn't see a way to end 
hazing. 
"I don't see how any frat 
could," he said. "For one, there 
will always be people who get 
their kicks out oC torturing other 
people, and two. it's hard to 
draw the line as to what hazing 
is." 
Pantsuits & Dresses , 
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Academics, filulDces cited as 
ntojor COllses of student stress 
R~' :\largarl"t CallcoU 
Studl"nt Writl"r 
That headache may mean 
that something is bugging you, 
that you're uptight. If you've 
had a lot of them lately. you 
may be experiE'ncing a common 
student malady - stress. 
The WE'lIness Center will 
sponsor a free workshop on 
strE'SS management from 7 to 9 
p.m. Thursday. Feb. 23 Student 
Center's Illinois Room. 
StudE'nt stress has three 
principle causes. according to 
David Elam, c('ordinator of 
lifestyle programs at the 
Wellness Center - problems 
with academics. rE'lationships 
and finances. 
Worksho~ are designed to 
help students deal with stress 
by concentrating on the 
physical. mE'ntal and emotional 
effects. 
"People are most likely to 
recognize stress when physical 
symptoms show up," EI<!m 
said, citing headaches, heart-
burn. backachE'S and 
slE'i'ples:mess as some typical 
symptoms of stress. 
Students may also experience 
E'motional problems such as 
~~~e~it·t\. s~fdEi!~~~nd t~~~ 
may dev'plop an inability to 
concentrate 
Stress management 
programs work to handle stress 
using three different methods. 
The first involves locating the 
cause of stress and then finding 
a way to reduce it. For inst~n<:e, 
if a person finds that problems 
with a roommate are stressful. 
it could be helpful to try talking 
things out with the roommate. 
Another method involves 
working toward a change in 
attitude. 
"A t-.g part of stress comes 
from how you perceivE' what's 
going on in the world," Elam 
said. "People differ in how 
much they worry and in their 
expectations of themselves. A 
change in attitude can help 
them learn to c(.ntrol these 
emotions." 
A third method involves 
building resistance to stress. 
This can be done through 
relaxation techniques, attention 
to good nutrition and adequate 
exercise. 
"Some of thpsr habits are 
very hard to change in our-
selvE's." Elam said. "But it's 
important to try in order to keE'p 
from having permanent 
prohlems" 
Elam explained that some 
pE'ople search for single 
solutions to treat stress. but 
often end up treating only the 
symptoms. 
"One of the key., to stress 
management is taking 
responsibility for your own 
health," Elam said. "No long-
term change will occur until 
you decide to do something for 
yourself and practice it." 
According to Elam, strE'SS 
management services are the 
most requestE'd of all the 
Well ness CentE'r's services. 
which he said indicates the 
amount of stress stUdents are 
under. 
There are several stress 
management programs to 
accommodate the large 
deL;'lnd. In addition to the 
workshops, which typically are 
filled to capacity with about 65 
students. three group sessions 
are planned this spring. each 
meeting for three consecutive 
weeks and featuring smaller 
groups for greater interaction. 
The group sessions ,1re [rE'e, 
but students must regIster by 
calling the Wel!ness Center. 
Indlvidua! counseling is also 
available at the Wellness 
Center. This has been a popular 
option with many students. 
according to Elam, who said the 
Welin('ss Center counsels about 
1110 students each semester. 
World's tallest building to get facellft 
CHICA(jO lAP) -- Sears 
Tower. the world's tallest 
building at 110 stories. is getting 
a facelift. the company said 
Tuesdav 
From top to bottom - or at 
~~~st 1~\~~~.~fS ~~~c~t:~mwW 
underg·o construction to help 
alleviate several problems that 
include severe wind-tunneling 
at one entrance. a shortage of 
restaurants and traffic 
problems that entangle tourists 
and business people in the 
lobbies 
The remodeling. which was to 
begin Wednesday. includes a 
four·story grand entrance 
dE'signed primarily for the 1.2 
million tourists hoping for a 
good view of the Chicago area 
from thE' I03rd noor Skvdeck. 
The entrance. which will extend 
closer to the curb. will provide 
more shelter from the weathe-r 
by helping to buffet the blustry 
winds. 
The Skydeck itself. which 
Beg ... 'our pardon 
Members of the NAACP and 
Students for SimOI will not be 
canvassing together. as 
reported in Monday's D.E. 
Although the two groups will be 
working together to urgE' 
students to register to vote. the 
NAACP wili not be .... orking for 
Simon. according to Jim Von 
Boeckman, president of 
Students for Simon. 
FINAL CLEARANCE 
SALE 
FISHER FIREPLACE 
INSERTS 
SAVE UP TO $250.00 
Heats up to 
2000 sq. ft. 
f"" ..".,"'" ~.. 
Hwy. South 51 Carbondale 
529-5700 
offers an unmatched \'iew from 
\.:15.1 feet above t,":e ground. can 
be a disappointment on cloudy 
davs. 
A wall mural will depict 
Chicago's architectural history 
.~ 
and an Informational display 
about the tower itself will 
pro\'ide a point of interest in the 
elevator lobby as tourists wait 
to descend from the ob· 
servatory. 
ARNOLD'S MARKET 
Bluebell Hot Dogs 
12oz. S 1.29 each 
~ .. I Hunts Tomato Sauce 
150z. 2 for 9~ 
Party Tray. Avall.ltl. 
L_Ie4IUj1' 1 'AI mil .. JIOu.h of 
_......,. on 51. Open 7 4lay1 0 week. 
70mk.1,,"" 
~- "~-3~~~~';':-',- ,', 
.. .... ,Tit· •• 
**** w/til f.1URti fjtlLl -tr-tr-tr-tr 
:.. /JW;.\ .: 
• 3'5 S· HI,,,ols • 
• Anheuser BuschNight • 
: BUSCH & t.1iHay Drafts 35c : 
• Pitchers $1.75 .. 
.. .. 
.. MlCHEWB DARK Drafts 40c .. 
: Pitchers $2.00 : 
: li1mT Bottles 75~ : 
: MICHEWB Bottles 85~ : 
• 65( Speedrails 654 Watennelons .. 
: 75ct Jack Daniels &: 
.. [jij Kamikazis .. 
.. Rock .. 
• Videos" .. .. 
: NOCOVER t 
................... ¥« 
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, South"African forces 
to 'disengage' in Angola 
CAPE TOWN, South Africa 
lAP) ~ South Africa announced 
Tuesday it was "disengaging" 
its forces in Angola. cailing it a 
first step toward a cease-fire 10 
the 17·vear bush war in South-
West Africa. 
Prime Minister P.W. Botha 
told Parliament the 
disengageme1t was based on 
assurances received from the 
United StatE's during a visit last 
week by ChE'ster Crocker. 
assistant sE'cretary of state for 
African affairs. 
He would not disclose those 
assurances and would not 
define the "disengagement" 
precisely. 
Asked at a news conference if 
South African forces would 
withdraw from Angola. BOlha 
answered. "It might include a 
withdrawal. but thE're is more ta 
it than that. It is the 
preparatory steps to enter" 
~ease-fire, .. 
He said progress depended on 
the response of the other parties 
in the dispute. including the 
Angolan government and the 
gllCrrillas of the South-West 
Africa Peopip's Organization. 
SWAPO is fighting from 
Angolan base!' to end South 
Afri"an rule Jver South·West 
Afrll'a. also known as ~amihia. 
The mineral-rich territory 
lies along the Atlantic Ocean 
between South Africa and 
Angola 
South African troops con-
ducted a six-week invasion of 
southern Angola in December 
and January. pushing more 
than 100 mi:es into the country. 
South Africa said it killed 
hundreds of Angolan and 
SWAPO soldiers. 
In London. the SWAPO office 
said South AI. i!'a must 
negotiate allY cease-fire 
directh with SWAPO leaders. 
and anything short of that was 
inadequa Ie. 
-')~~. }/-.....'\~ ( BLAST") 
- /J ~ 
.......... tlu .. 1~'" Ia' . 
A bakery fre.: roll with 11.601 
(0110 Solami, Bol09no, (hed~ 
ell_se & garni.h. Served with pickle & chips 
W_Ic.ncI ... ,... ... t 
THUD through SUN 
~=' $1.90 
r.-----~---, 135-off 'Z.SOMlnlmum I 
" ' __ ..&. ~_L • Not Yllild on delivery I 
ony -- 01 ...... y • or Beerblut Sub. I 
. I 4061. 1111110" I I Mt-aH6 GOOD 2/1/84-2115/8.4 I 
L--------cau~------~ 
Perc)T expects landslide vote, 
no tough campaigning in region 
H~' Phillip Fiorini 
Staff Wrilt'r 
Charles Perc\' is not "em-
hhasizing" Southern Illinois in 
t~~ C!.~Jf~ ~~~~th~~~s!ls~o~~! 
going to his opponent in the 
Republican primary in March, 
said the coordinator of the 
three-time U.S. senator's 
Southern Illinois campaign. 
Bill Atwood, a 1982 graduate 
of SIU-C, said Monday night 
he's confident that Percy will 
get 99 percent of the votes cast 
south of Springfield in the 
Republican senator's quest for 
a fourth term against Rep. Tom 
Corcoran of Ottawa. 
. "The other percent will be a 
mistake," Atwood said to about 
20 people at the Students for 
Percy meeting in the Student 
Center. 
Atwood said Cnrcoran has 
accused the Wilmet senator of 
not sup~orting President 
Reagan, which is not true. 
Quoting the congresshmal 
record, he said Percy has 
supported Reagan 80 percent of 
the time, while Corcoran has 73 
percent of the time. 
Saying the Illinois Freeze 
Vo~ers wouldn't support Percy 
anyway, Atwooci said the 
economv and not ~e nuclear 
weapons arms race will be fr.e 
most important issue facing the 
countrv in the No\'ember 
£>l£>ctiori. 
The "statt>d primary goal" of 
the Freeze \'ott>rs is to unst>at 
the senator bt>cause of his 
failing support f~r the fret>ze. 
"He's for convincing the 
Sovit>ts to attempt a build-down 
on nuclear arms," said Atwood. 
"He wants to 60 one step fur· 
ther" than those supporting the 
freeze. 
The key issue facing the 
South<.>rn Illinois campa!gn, he 
said, is to "get people out to 
vote." 
"There're votes to be had in 
Southern Illinois. We just have 
to go out and get them," said 
Atwood. "The primary task, 
though, is bringing the message 
and g~tting it out for Percy on 
campus and in the surrounding 
area." 
"We need to make it clear 
that Percy has a helluva lot 
more to offer than any of the 
Democrats," he said. "That the 
senator supports the 
President's initiative." 
How Percy stanrls next to the 
four Democratic c"ndidates is 
what Atwood said e fears the 
most. He said that ~ 'I four are 
"verv viable candidates." 
"The concern of the primar:.' 
is not winning or losing. It's 
winning big," he said. The 
senator would be "\lllnerable in 
Seven Democratic candidates 
hash over issues face to face 
CAMBRIDGE, Mass. (AP) -
Walter F. Mondale favors swift 
withdrawal of American 
Marines from Lebanon, but 
Sen. John Glenn shies away 
from setting a date. 
Sen. Alan Cranston makes the 
nuclear freeze the centerpiece 
of his presidential campaign, 
giving it an emphasis that the 
other Democratic presidential 
contenders have not 
All seven - Mond.~le, Glenn, 
Cranston ~ns. Gar" 'Iart and 
F.rnest HOllings, f(, fier Sen, 
George McGovern and Jesse 
Jackson - had an opportunity 
Tuesday night to air their 
~~r:gn ~~liCY ~~:!~~ence~he~ 
disagreements with President 
Reagan. 
Former Florida Gov. Reubin 
Askew was the only major 
Democratic candidate to skip 
the debate, sponsored by 
Harvard's Kennedy School of 
Government. 
The forum, one in a long 
series of face-to-Cace campaign 
confrontations, was arranged at 
a time when the pace of the 
~!"I~:1!f;~oW;c::~~~~s i: 
than three weeks away and the 
New Hampshire primary set for 
eight days later orr Feb, 28. 
Massachusetts holds its 
Democratic primary on March 
13, the "Super Tuesday" on 
which several Southern states 
hold primary elections as well. 
Look Closelyl 
~-'IP@!' 
.. '-:fD 
Bausch & Lomb. Hydron. CIBA 
Hydrocurve Thin Soft Lenses 
$135.00 
Includes: 
Exam, Heat Steralizer, Care Kit 
Free 7-Day Trial 
.................................•......•••..••. 
Complete Eyeglasses 
$39.50 
Includ~s: 
Your Choice of 600 ZYL Frames 
with Glass or Plastic Single Vision 
Lenses and Case 
............................................... 
Call 457-2814 
VISION CENTER 
New Location 
3 Miles South of Corbondale on Rt, 51 
1 Mile South of Arnold's Market 
M, T, & W Ncon-6; Th & F 9-6: Sat 9-1 
the general election if we get 
bloodied·up in the primary." 
Atwood said he feels slate 
Sen. Philip Rock of Oak Park is 
the favorite for the Democratic 
nomination with U.S. Rep. Paul 
Simon of Makanda not too far 
hehind 
Perc\' is an "international" 
politici:m, while Simon has been 
a more "domestic of· 
ficeholder," he said. 
"Simon is more visible in his 
district than Percy has been in 
the state, but Simon knows how 
to use print and eiectronic 
media well," said Atwood, who 
pointed out that Simon was a 
part·owner of a newspaper 
chain before he went into 
politics . 
Atwood said that Simon has 
done a lot for SIU-C but that 
Percy has contributed 
"heavily" with his support for 
Reaganomics, which has 
created many new jobs for 
people, including students. 
Atwood also said state 
Comptroller Roland Burris 
stands a chance in the 
Democratic nomination since 
he won a statewide election in 
1980 "by such a large 
plurality." 
He also said it's important 
that Percy be re-elected, 
because ~e would have the 
second-most seniority of his 
party in the Senate. 
lUan 10 hp r1mrllpd in dpalh of haby 
ROCK ISLAND IAPI -
Murder charges will be ll'ldged 
later this w{'ek against a Rock 
Island man who alreadv has 
asked to die for his alleged role 
in the dl.'ath of h!s girlfril.'nd's 4· 
month·old baby, a judge said 
Tuesday 
Robert J. Box, who turned 29 
Monday in Rock Island County 
jail, was charged with 
aggravated hattery after 
alll.'gedly shaking 4·month-old 
Shawn Ruckman 10 days ago 
The infant suffereJ c'eiebral 
and eye hl.'morrhaging anc' was 
dl.'dared clinically dead. but 
was kl.'pt 'llive on rl.'spirators 
and other lifl.'·support Pqulp' 
ment until Friday night <it 51. 
Fr<incis Medir<il Center in 
I'l.'oria, officials said. 
State's Attorney James Tp!os 
of Rock Island Countv had said 
that if the child die« Box, who 
li\'ed with the mfant's mother, 
would be charged with murJer. 
Box was in court Tue ;day 
l1'''lrnlll~. where he waived his 
right to a preliminary hearing 
on the battl.'ry charge 
-correction-
DATABANK 
COMPUTER SYSTEMS. INC. 
12 N. Division St. 
DuQuoin. IL 62832 
The correct phone number is (618)542-4413 
Weare sorry for any inconvenience that 
may have been caused 
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.. Classlfinllnformalion Rales 
13 lint' minimum. approdm.lt'l,. 
15 words I 
Ont' Day-55 ct'nts ~r line. per 
day. 
Two Days-50 rents ~r line. per 
day. 
Three or Four Da .......... rents 
per line. per day. 
Five Ihn Elghl Days-39c per 
line. per day. 
, .4 MONTE CARLO. Air AM·FM 8· I 
I 
track. good condo $875 .• 79 VW I 
Rabbit. Air AM·FM. verY good 
gas mileage. Very Good coooition. 
52400. 457·7356. 4791 Aa95 
I~.ncl SerYlc .. j ALTERNATORS &. STARTERS r~~I~. LK",l ~icRe~u~u~~.rn 
Marion. Illinois All work 
guaranteed. Call1.9971~~Abl07 
.. ' .. 't., 
RECONDITIONED 
EQUIPMENT 
S'ihIOI5AV. chains_ 16" bar. $ISO 
Sachs Dolmor 111. 17' bo'. $280 
Snapper 8hr. 30" luI Rid"r. $5SO 
Arlen. 7h." .• 6" wt R,d", 5275 
Wizard 5h .". Fron. r,ne r,lIer 5225 
Jacob.on2O" •• 11 ",.,pelled 
Walk Mow.r. SI~O 
MARK WILLiAMS 
SMALL ENGINES 
R'.127S. 
4un4er ,he to_I 
MuphYlltoro 
....2121 
Solloll,.t. '.11,,1.1_ 
Working or Not 
,.I.vision R~i,·Fr_ Estimote1 
A·1' ..... I.I_ 
715 1.1111..... 457·'" 
sTEI~q.-VIDEO' 
SERVICE 
Quick. Reasonable. Reliable 
Service on 011 Stereo·Video 
Equipmenl. 
SHAsrnN'S 
U"I''''et>'''Y.t.Aa1l 
"'. ,'n 
I PARGA I:" HL\:n:RS. 2 h<>drnom 
.mfu.nishpd apartment .nduding 
hE'a' and watE'r Pets npg. 1225 ~\. 
{I~~~~:r~ .;49'~fi~~s ~rf'&B~t0 
:\ll·RP;JYSRORO. Fl';!;\iISHf:O 
OR unlur ni'hE'd. large I wo 
bedroom. Carpetl'd. Quil't. :IIlaturE' 
adults. :-';0 pets. DE'posiL $195. 549· 
21\88 84351 Ba98 
:'IrOW TAKING SPRI:liG contracts 
1·2 bedrooms furnished apts 2 
bt'droom unfurnished duplex. 529-
1735. 45Hi956. 4542Ba90 
Ten Ihn Nineteen Da)'s-33 
('eats per line. per day. 
Twenly or MOR Days-Z1 cenlS 
per line. per day. LA8OR:~=: ~,,~II Electronics ~I SIEUSFOR Apple. 11M & Osborn. 3 BEDROOM F"l'R:'>:ISHED in beautiful colonial stvle house. Water. sewer &. trash pickup included. Close to campus &. L:Dl\'ersity Mall 5390 ~r month 529·2533. B4446Ba99 
All Classified Advertising must 
he typed and proce<Sed before 12:00 
noon 10 appear in next day's pub-
lication. Anything processed after 
12:00 noon will go in following day's 
publication. 
The Daily Egyplian cannot be 
respoJllsible for more Ihaa one 
day's incorred insertion. Ad-
vertlsen are responsible for 
checking their advertlumenl for 
erran. Errors not the fault 01 the 
advertiser which lessen the value 
01 the advertisement will be lid-
jllltni. If your ad appean in-
correctly, or if you wi.h to cancel 
YeMIr ad, c:all 536-3311 befan 12:" 
n_ for c:ncellatioll in the lIl'llt 
cIlly'sissue. 
'. mile frontage on blacktop road. KENWOOD CAR STEREO. am.fm 
four acre spring·fed lake. City digital cassette receiver with I 
water available. S40.000 or best pplrfix9speakers.457.2615. 
~~~~~able~tlf;;~:~t o:!~~~~~~~ _~~ _____ ~~~ 
lerm. PhonE' 54!1-3OOZ after ;;p.m. WANG COMPl'TER SYSTEM. 
for ap~intment to see This is a du 18" 1"1 d' k b d stem 
bargain'! B42841Ad100 Sy!tem p0r'l~~ i~clud:; CSPl·. i 
OLDER MODERN HOME in work stallon. 200 cps prmter. Desk 
Cobden $5000 or $1000 down and ~i~~icafro~:r Bo~~tY~om~f:r~ 
terms. Phone 1·83.'1·6600. 4443AdlOO trainin(!, manuals. word processing 
OWNERS Mt:3T SELL. Make 
offer· HomE's f.om SI8.000.$80.000. 
We ran help arrange financing. 
~r:~'fty ~:;~n~~!~~J5r.:se 
B4276Adl02 
and prrogram devE'lopment soft· 
I wares. SerIous i"9uiries only~!! Full price. $5500. 549-3002 after 5 p.m. B5017Ag99 
A. Lo .. as'" DW .... 
8UY NIW OI! USID TlUVtllOHS 
Any ad which is canceiIed before 
expir'!!tion will be charged a $"2.00 
service fee. Any refund under $2.00 
wiU be forfeited due to the cost 
of necessary paperwork. I :riliiO(lF SLUMLORDS' ~! Buy 
No ads will be mis-classified thIS Hke-nE'w . 31 IbM. 3 bedroom. 
Classified advertising must be P. bat •. rentral air. all t!lectric. 
paid in advance except for those 529·23'i5. 4664At.-92 
accounts with established credit. rliiiiiiiiiiii"~liiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiil 1977 14x5Z ALL electric. SI;;!)· 
On E".y Pay ...... 1 Plan 
•.. " ........ -
"'I.UI·..... 457·7ClO9 
,... Dear Customer; 'liliiii 
Automobll .. 
1973 FORD XL T 150 Truck. 
o\utomatic. 360 engine. 51995. Can 
>49-3000 B41nAa93 
1974 VW BUG. ty;autiful red. ex· 
:ellent runninf rondition. 5H50 
687-1002 or 687·1072 4560Aa90 
1981 HONDA ACCORD. 3 dr. Hcb. 5 
~fer;::~~yHcfeinm~~~. ~rsf~ 
OBO. Call529-1964after6~.:.rAa91 
1974 DODGE DART. Swinger 
Special. rebuilt e~inE'. am-fm. ~. 
L~~ condition. 1 ego!ia4~~eiA~ 
'78 MUSTANG 302·\'8. Auto. Trans. 
AC. ~. JIb. T.t~, am·fm stereo. I· 
~~~ 51 (lays. 7·2731 nifA':A~:Jl 
!~ ?o~~~ZOlx~~i~~~ C:~'lri~~ 
~2:~OOO miles. $3800 ne!?lt~:t~:i 
=d.:~J:1~i ~~~~~~~heefs~' 
month. Will sell for '01999 Mc.ve 
free Wood burning ston'. 529·5:)52. 
4613Ae90 
OWN YOUR OWN 3,,42 DeJroiter. 
~a:.~.po~~7~:.r campus4:~~e91 
1:!x60. 3 BEDROOM, gas stove .. 
furnace, storage shed. porch. 
~~!38~m, kitchen. ve&l~i~ 
12X63 COMMODORE 1967. Very 
clean. central air. washer·dryer. 
=:-:! f~~~r=.·~~ 
or 457-8621. 4636Ae93 
12x65. FULLY FURNISHED. 
Fo~itj~~.m:~~p:~~a~~~~: 
refrigeralor. washer·dryer 
hookups. 55000 O. B. O. 684-:>430. 
evenings. Carbondale. 4166Ae94 
CARBONDALE. 3 BEDROOM. 
carpenter-remodeled home. 
r..~l,allb!~~~edE~~ai::s~'O!cry 
S10.900. Call A. J. Crowner, 
Havens. Realtors. 529·2040. 549· 
1985. 4771JAe91 
FOUND JOB. MU!rf IOx50; 2 
~~~s':'tisJ~~~~e~fJ~l19-~~: 
mornS-i!ve. 4781Ae94 
10X55 TRAILER WITH 3Ox4 Foot 
additioo. chimney for wood stove ~!?I~C~!v~~~~nt ~~~:nt Hill 
Someone who knows you 
knows me or.d hos leorned 
thot Stereo and Television 
Repairs need not be e"pen. 
~;ten~!p~:;'sef~~'i!~~i~?ie~ 
some day service. and offer 
free estimates with a 90 
day warrantee. like that 
someone you know. call 
Allen's T. V. and Sove. 
... 549·5936 Allen..,j 
.... 403 S. Graham ... 
SAVE .10 on new or used 
Stereo EquipMent or ., on 
Stereo Repair by presenting 
:his ad at time of purchase 
or when unit is submitted 
for repair. 
60 Doy Warranty on Service. 
90 Day Warranty on Used 
Equipment. 
We Buy. Sell. & Trade Audio 
Equipment. 
AUDIO SPECIALISTS 
7 Year Experie"crc Stereo 
Service. 
, .. 9·849' 126 S. III. Av •• 
,"'t otl from .he old 'rain 1tati.:ln ) 
Offer Good Thru Feb. 18. 1984 
I Mlcrocompu' .... ALSO books, .uppli ..... ervice, tta~ning. 
ASK US HOW YOU CAN 
NOW HAVE AN APPLE FOR 
AS UTILE AS $«1.00 A MONTH 
WITH THE APPLE CREDIT PlAN. 
l:~~.=~u",:~'!J 
C ... eotIIDAlI ~G .... aDtAU 
"'-iIII'¥l'F.-t,.ll,'U!lJIRI »'1''\'''''." ...... " 111"""'" 
SAVE ., on any ~ or 
Commod(;r~ Softwore or 
Game in stock bv presenting 
this c.d at time of purcha ... 
Zenith ZTX·ll Terminal with 
Buill·in Modem. Auto dial. 
$579 
Register fa; free Vic·20. 
Pick up a copy of OUf' !'lew 
catalogue. 
[[j~TfR 5f1E[.f1U5T5 
S~ 12. 5.111, Avo. 
(acral' fro", the old train slot_on I 
Offer ~ Thru Feb. 18. ! 984 
2 BEDROOM TOW:'oIHOl'SE Slvle. 
Bedroom up. living room down. 
verv near campu, very com· 
rue~t~h!d. ~~r.~ 5~~~,f~~~.~Jor 
B446iBcQ? 
(\I.TERVILLE. EFFICIENCY 
APARTMENTS. Furnished, $110-
month Route 13, Crossroads 1·935· 
6108. 4720Ba90 
FURNISHED Ef'FICIENCY 
APARTMENT for rent. Close to 
.:ampus. fully carpeted. air con· 
ditioned. Water and trash ~ickup 
~~~~:7~215:..3929. 4:;7~1oB~%~ 
EFFICIENCY APT. TO sublet. 
SlIiO per month plus electric. water 
paid. Call Silvia. 453';,'::21 9:00 to 5 
p.m. 4732Ba91 
CLEAN ONE BEDROOM. ~x 
blocks from "am~us. 5200 pE'i' 
~~I~i,j'ea::rwy5~~~~·J~:~~· 
CLOSE TO CAMPUS. two 
~~;~m5g5~eat. ni~~~~~~'1 
ONE ROOMMATE. GREAT 
~g::~ ~t~l~tli'esn ~~5n~gh borhood. 
B-I622Ba91 
EFFICIENCY APARTME:'oITS 
f'OR rent. Close to campus. 
Lalmdry facilities avaIlable. Call 
4:;7·5340 or 684·2413 for more in· 
I P.t •• ntI Suppll.. I -~or-Nm-F~-ti-:-:-~HED'-2-B-E-D-n:m_736-M-B-a: 
L_ --------------'. t'!:'ho!ra~~:n~ar~':!.~~ Ciil~i~' 
DOG OBEDIEl'II;:E CLASSES. 54!HiI25 after 5. B46338392 ~~~k~.i~~r:dV!'::!ct g!urJi~: 820 W. WALNUT. 3 bedroom. S36O-
3098. 4527 Ah90 \ month. 684-6274. 84437Ba99 
I ~I I I NOW TAKING SPRING contracts L-____ cy_c_ .. ____ ~ :n~~~~~~mt!J;:;,~s~11.~f;h~~ 
NISHIKI CUSTOM SPORT bike. 
~ 3~fl f~me Call 5Z9-4Wis~i~ 
~-ul~Sr~~.5N-l~4iJ:g~ 
duplex. 529-1735. 45Hi956iHmBa99 
MURPHYSBORO. 2 BEDROOMS. 
All new interior. 1'2 baths. Carpet 
~~~~t. Ilbsolutely g~~:w~ 
I ! I 
LARGE 3 BEDROOM. Lovt'ly 
Sport In, GocMI. bardwood floors. hi~h reiling. low 
~~~~i~fea~.o~~~r.abr~nr!z· ~~: 
I
RED 17' FIBERGLASS Canoe 529-12\0. 4745~a95 
$100.00. Exrellent condo 121b. TWO BEDROOM APAR,'MENT. ~r;:gt~~~~,Jta Trollin'7~~~ fumish'!d. clean close to Stu. sr..o II Musical I ~;~i1i:bY:~w:~~:l B~~~:~ air cond. R. Def. New tires. 
landeau roof. V-F-. ex. gas mileage. 
Must selL Asking S4950. 453·2441. 
TKE house. 4n3Aa:l2 476iAe95 
. - UNFURNISHED 1 BEDROOM ;::====:.:====::. ~J1~~O~e~~l~nd ~co73it;~s ~r~!~:t~S:rio~~rrn~~~aT!il~~. 
,tlldios. january sale on timers. 1152. 4769Ba94 
t976 T·BIRD EXTREMELY good 
condition. S3OOO. Call 529·5480. 
-t382Aa93 
1979. V6. MONTE Carlo. AM-FM 
~ocaYlerI71~fr' mU~~~!!~2 
1979 CHEVETIE HATCHBACK. 
40.000 mi. new radials, AM·FM. 
f:J.~f5~Pt ex. condition. 4~~~ 
~e~~~~.6ifj..\1~.3S:~· :{~ 
4pm weekdays. all day weekends. 
4n4Aa94 
.. SPIDER WEB. .. BUY and sell 
used furniture and antiques. South 
on Old 51. 54!!-J78Z. B39HAf90 
MISS KllTY'S USED Furniture. 
The Place where you buv for less 
and b .. nk the rest. Route 149. 
~~Ir:.~' Free Delivery ~~~~ 
SNAP·ON-TOOL Set. Used only 
one semester. Like n~w. S6OO. 457· 
0189. ~75Af90 
t:1fEER ME UPS. Carterville. All 
~~:~:i 't;}~~~~rcent off. 
B4380Ai!IO 
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BUY 
SELL 
TRADE 
USED STEREO 
~QUIPMENT 
r-'---~--'---
TDKSA·90 
MAXELL 
UDXlIl90 
LORAN 90 
DISCWASHEItS 
$2.49 
$2.99 
$3.19 
$12.95 
715 S. Unlvenlty 1L.-_....;';...;·;.;.9....;.1..;.'O.;...~_ .... 
amps. pedals and delays 715 S. EFFICIENCY APT. CLOSf. -t" t:DlversityontheiSland.4~~9g rampus. Must sublet. Would be 
HARDWIG'S HOlSE OF Music. ~~PJ~tf:r~~e~~~~n~ge.foeM:i~ 
~~~a1'-PeS::rKi~f"Su~'B:?n~iJr~: f4~.e£'~~fJ: 30. Teleph~~o~~~ 
struments. gUItars. amps and . ~~~~ Pi~~o~1 p~1~r: ftl~'t~dai~d ~~~~t~!~1. I ~~RP~~l!~~m~d~~1 
549-29':5 4632AII92 1 for se ... o~s _student _ SI65·mth :0.;0 
___________ pets 1-985·25naftera OOpm 
~1lISIC LESSuNS. SAXOPHONE. 4338Ba99 
hanJu. gUItar. harmOnica. ja-:L 
theorv. ('all Dave 457·7858. I 
• 4787An!¥.l 
PA RENTAL WITH Sound man. 121 
channel board. 3 w<ly mains. 2 
monitors. 100 n. snakE' Call Dave. 
457-7858. 4786AI199 
Now Renting for Spr .ng 
e'ftc.e"cle- and 1 badroom ap·s, 
No pets. louncu i f Jell,'ies.. 
!'yt.",,_ 
(2 blocks from comr-usl 
".S .... II .... 
GUiT.-\R LESSONS. ROl:K. 54 •• 2454 4$7-7M1 
Flamenco. and ClassicaL Can Sam ~
Reeves.~7~~. 4~An~ I~ ____________________ " 
I _I FURNISHED ONE ~. BEDROOM APARTMENTS 
I Aportments I 4 Blocks From Campus Water, Sewer and 
'------------' Trash Pick Up Included. 
~~~I~o~~n~~:y B~trr::re~.EW2 laundry Facilities, AC. 
Be(lrooms Api .. aIr. carn\ted. 800 and Co $220- th ~~a~'t:!ie~1~k~~~,'~JI ta~~' ~:~ rpet. mon 
u!ltil Mayor August 84. 529·1501 IMNIIAL MlCeA APAIITMINn 
after 5 p.m. -Ifi85BaIOO , ... ____ ..;54;... • ..; .. ..;....'0 ____ .... 
I 
COME SEE 
PARK TOWN APARTMENtS 
TODAY 
Pede(' tor p"ofp.'!ts,onal'!t OOU ...... q 
t1 ~.¥ corpeted pOl.o I,g"ted 
porh,ng and coble TV Bet'h"id (ar 
bc.ndole (hnle Two bedroom 
oportm~n'~ avollable 
WOODRUFF SERVIUS 
• 57·3321 
NoYlt taking Spring contracts for 
• fftcienciar._ ! bedroom ol'ld 2 bed 
room opt 3 blocks from Campus 
No pets. 
GI.n WIllIe_ ... nt .... 
510 S. Unl .... lty 
457.7 •• 1 5 •• -2.,. 
APAITMINTS 
SIU a""royecI ' .. r 
oaphamo ... and "I' 
NOW BNnNG'OII 
lUMMI. & 'ALL 
F ... turing: EHicienc'-. 2.3 bel. 
Splil 1 .... 1 opts. 
WOIh: Sw'mming pool 
,,,. condillanlng 
Wall to wall ca~.lng 
F"lly fumishecl 
Cable TV ..."Ic. 
Maintenance I.rvic. 
Chorcoolgrills 
ANDYEl 
VERY CLOSE TO CAMPUS 
For inf"rmallon stop by 
The Quads 
12075. Wo" 
457-4121 
SHOW APARTMENTS 
Mon .. Wed., fri.. 
1-5pm 
Sal .. 11-",", 
Hou ... I 
ECONOMY REIIITAL, 2· 
BEDROOM house. $200. Carpet. 
~~~~O~IV: u~~J;~1·~~.r~· 
BEAUTIFUL HOUSES. ONE. two 
or three bedrooms. Availablp 
immediately Gas hpat ...... ell in-
sulated. Close to campus. lake 
woods and mall. $200.457·2978. 
B4327Bb97 
SUlJTH woons PARK. Small 2 
b<'droom home on Pleasant Hill 
Road. $200 529-1539. B4475BbI03 
CARTERVILLE. 2 BEDROOM. 
detached garage with built-in sbo~. 
central aIr. Ja~ heat. close 0 
lakes. SlUC. AL. $250. 101' info. 
call collect 212-772-6799 or leave 
number with ma~i1ine. 4702Bb91 
NICE HOUSE FOR Rent. Close to 
town" campus. 4 or S bedroom. 
$350-$400 per ,nonth or $90-$110 per 
bpdroom. New bath" kitchen. 
Call 549-4935. 47UBbiOS 
CARBONDALE. 3 BEDROOM. 
~~~hhOI~~2_~~~~ locatio:;I:~~ 
CEDAR LAKE AREA. 15 min. 
SIU. 2 bdrm. energy efficient 
~·~~e;Jt~~~i.pets.j'~~te;}· 
GORGEOUS ROOM FOR Rent in 
spacious luxurious home. Rent 
d:fJ~tl~7~t~Barn in yar~i3M~ 
VERY NICE 4-BEDRooM brick 
house. furnished or unfurnished. 2 
miles. east. quiet area. ~=tl08 
2 B. R. APARTMENT for rel!~ 
~~~:n~~a~~;:;~~e~ i~l~d::. ~ ~~. 811 W. C1ierry. Call 529-
• . 4776B1:84 
NOW RENTING FOR 
FALL OR SUMMER 
NEWLY REDONE 
APARTMENTS AND HOMES 
CLOSE TO CAMPUS 
0- to _ bedroom hav_ 
en. III '_r bedraom aport_Is 
529-1.2 or 549.3375 
1 ..... -..-..... ',113 •. _. 
3 ~ I"IIMd 2 mor. Avada!:tle ImI'l'.cl1l3""'. 
==':=~ ... ~J:~~= 
t.fIkfwe .... ~l ... _ 
~C:;~ I~::a;: t!:'*~OOIO:;1 ~ f(~..::e: 
Li .... Grauy-lak •. A.a.~ IINMCiafeIy 1195-
""",," 
s ....... -..-"--. , ...... 
r-.eed t rnor. fum",..-. ~.dryet 1\1(. 'I4NI 
Avoilobl. ,,,,media";' F,_ ,.." l,Inhl hIb 15 
6OONAl......t. 
4 .... -..-~ .... -''''''. 
• mm.cIta"",. I32S-month 4Jf (OU~ r~1 on pet' 
t-dtoom belie HMIt ond wotet" IMI~ Lo-
~ .... ne-I 10 .,..,. .rDgltf 0f"I w..,t 10lde of 
-
.., .... 
HUl:SE. CLOSE TO campus. I 
~;~~._2-bedroom. Call ~~~fJ6 I 
1 BDR HOl·SF. localt'd. 2', miles 
from campus. Gas heal. all' 
~liances includpd. unlurnisheil 
S2%I,oi:2~~5~0Ont~eavp m~~;~ 
Now ent ng For Spring 
Hou". Ci_ to Compu. 
Newly.emoctel" 
Furnished or Unfurnished 
4I·8edroom .05 S lev.rog. 
208 Mospi'ol D(;vfll 
(,ONCERSED ABOt.:T WINTER l D. J'S Ni':F:DED AF· 
heating bIlls'? One bpdroom TER:><OONS. :\Ilus! be allractlvp 
apar!mpnts. Comcletely fur· Dupl.... and pprsonable. Record ('olleclion ~:~:li-~de~I, !or ~~Fe~ orer:~rri~1' ~sg!ntv~Jl:~ r~~~ir~jl J~g~~' 
lTni\"ersily Mall. Heal. water trash LAR::iE l1NFURNISHED 2 betwepn Ii :IJIJa.m. and6:lrJITf'92 r~gl~~aR:ntl~~~e ~t~5n:~~~~2(': ~~~~~oi'::C 1~':felrG!~s r~V~~~:_ ~ ___ . _ 
month.Availabl~now' Phone5:S- 1735.457·6956. 4190Br94 CHILD (ARE '0 
6612 days. 549-300'2 aftt'r 5p.m Sdlary o~ Rent ~X~h·~~I~:.~a~ ~65IBclOI ~ BEDROOM DllPLF.X In R f ces -4" 1308 bel re I p. m 
2BEDROm'-TR'AlL"iIi:--I-;;I" bpaulilul colonial style house. I a:/~~eken~.-' 0 m-lC9!! 
. h d . 0 I $150 ~~L".u'.pShi~~.·IUd:.:th=e!ro ~al~ap~ I ~Rl'I-SE'S'-H-=--P~S HIRING'. '-$1-6 . 
,~ 1\ , "11 !< lnl\'prslty "I a II. '390 per month. 3().OOO' Carribean Hawaii. World Call5~9·6103. arter6 p.m 47258<:91 ,,29-2533. R4447Bf99 Call for GUIde. Directory . 
I 
209 W •• t Cherry 
2·lIedraom· 5IU S. Hay .. n 
Furnished 
549.3376 or 529·1149 
nL'o~aP!4'd \a'e!rYt4na'dCo~~'bronoY Es'ls: p: I ' . 
I I Sewsletter. 1·9;6·944-4440. Ext I Rooms Mobile Home Lots Southern IllinOIS CruISe. 502IlCll0.l 
I 
PRIVATE ROOM. HAVE prh'atp RIG. SECLUDED SHAIJY. mO~ile! I W1iVh3i'·'hi.ij·M I 
refrigt'ralor. twin cylinder door home lots. Flrsl month free. $4.,.. 1_ . 
- locks. large dintng room and W~~~·o:r\.1l1J·Y~~~U~~r H,!~~i~f. . TYP'~G . Rl:SH .;nBS and ~it~~. p~~~[iJe~~~e ~o:3f:u;J:~ ! Call. ~;;7-6167. B4423B!'l8 I ~~~I'I]:~ t:~~~~epptr~~esth~~!~: I IL _bll._ 
CLOSE TO CAMPUS. 12x60 two I bedroom. Ilil) pets. reasonable 
rice. A Iy in n at Roxanne ~Iobile ffome ~e between 10 
and 6. South Highway 51. Cablp I T. V. A,.'labl.. "" ..... 
I-BEDROOM $100. 2-bedroom. 
S130. carpet. quiet. private I 
arking. Furnished or U!1-I f.m'."', - ."' •. So"'h ..... Park. 529-1539. B-I045Bc91 
NICE OlliE AND two bt!droom. 
~~i~~_~~lose to camJ'~~Bnc~ 
CAMBRIA. 10 minutes from 
f::::i':!d. ~~,!!og:~cim~'a:!i~~~ 
~:O{i~I,:;:.cl~~~f~~~: pets 
B47i8Bc98 
EXCEPTIONALLY NICE 
TRAILER. 12x65. 2 bedroom l un:~~:~'c!~ ~'lJni~~~rfy 
rail in 9uiet trairer park. SI85.rc;r 
month. 529-2533. B4445 c99 
SOl1TH WOODS PARK. 2 
bedroom. $130. 3 bedroom. 
~~k'i~:q~li~: ~=\A~\s~eat. 
B4474Bc103 
~t~~f!" I~~?~~ I?25 ~om~: 
Don't waste money. Cal! us. 529-
4#1 84278Bcl05 
VERY NICE TWO Bedroom, 
furnished. trailer. Close to cam-
I 
pus. clean quite area. Oniy $9O-P.t!r 
rarson. Available immediately 
all 457-0129. 4708Bc90 
ONE BEDROOM REDUCED rent. 
No pets please. 457-8352 t~~Eill5 
CARBONDALE. FURNISHED 2 
Bedrooms. $125. Natural gas. 
~=r~~~. Good ~I~~~~ 
AVAILABLE NOW. NICE 2 I bedroom mobile home. Near 
=.pus. $IOO-month. N0~iB~ 
ONE AND TWO Bedroom. clean. 
furnished. nice location. available 
now. No pets. Pleasant HiII Road. 
549-0272 or 549-0823. B4604Bc90 
TWO BEDROOM REDUCED rent. 
Available now. No pets please. 457-
83S2 after 4 p.m. 4441 BclOI 
ROYAL RENTALS 
AVAILABLE NOW 
2 Bdrm. Apt. $3OO-mo. 
40.. E_ College 
Carpeted, All Electric. 
Furnir-hed. A/C. 
No Pets 
.S7~22 
FREE BUS 
TOSIU 
• Loundromot 
• CA8LEVISION 
.1 or 2 baths 
• 2 or 3 bedrooms 
.$145-$360 
I~ -,--North of Campus. OME5 Singl.IOIft Availabl. 
.~- 11. 
__ ...... U • 
J=I "HWY 51 NORTH S.9-3000 
p h i legal. edltmg. Adjacpnt to campus ;~~;:ip:p:;,lonr~r~ISi~r~ f;cTu~~~' I~ il dissertations. bOOk milnuscripts. ~aLl~i~~')fi!~~i~:~F~B~~~ i 1;117"{])"1'= I Wilson'STYPingService'~~fi~5!! 
1WO BLOCKS OFF campus. Well I CRl'lSESHIPS ARE HIRING' $16- S TOR _ N . L 0 C K MIN I ~~ffei:.~~~t~~t:.~~~-~r:t I ~a~' fi,~rri~~rde~la"~l~e~;~~~: WAREHOUSES. 7m E. Collegp 
________ B~~~~ I Newsletter. 1-(916)-94-1-4440 ~'xt. ~an~a~i~~~~~:lI~I~~tl~a~~h~Y 
NEWLY CARPETED. I South~ml~~oisC~~. 12'17CIII rates. for more;nfo. call 529-1133 
DECORATED. furni~lJed r()tllT.s. AIRLINES ARE HIRING' Flight __ . __ .. _____ ~I~I~ 
lJtilities included. 1', olocks from Attendants. Reservalionists! $14-- TYPING THE OFnCE. 409 W ~apm~s. $175-month. 549-=26~~~ I 39.000. Worldwide' Call for Main Strept. 5~9-3512. 4203E95 Directory. Guide. Newsletter. 1- __________ .. _____ _ 
WEEKLY AND MONTHLY rates. t ifil~~i·:~i·:440 Ext. S4~~m ~J,ll.kIU.rG sp:~~~e~:I~~~i ~;~rrn~~ngCo!p.p~e.ly ~~'id I ~'IMEDIATEOPENINGS f!;ices 1182 Eas! Walnut. (Behind 
service. King's Inn Motel. 825 East FEMALE & male gogo dancers. 1\~~;tS~sl~t{57.~i~ll. 10an.::iU'E97 
Main Street. Carbondale. B1hois. Strictly legitimate entertainment ______ . ______ _ 
Phone 549·4013. B427!lBdl04 I No nudity SJ().OO per hour. Apply RARMA IDS PPL'I .• I 
. nat ICng I H'deaway Hideaway i~cated a~e~:~ sT~~ 
283
N1CIE. ROOMS AT good r,a7t56es"d
54I;9 ro~~~ behi~dsth~nKilngs Inn I 
, IS u Motel. 825 East Main. Carbondale. ~~~nd::reMotel. 825 Ea~l~:~;': 
Roommat •• 
ROOMMATE WANTED 4 
Bedroom house only $95 month. 
Across from Arnold's Market. 529-
aM. ~~B~I 
ROOMMATE NEEDED. RT. 51 s.1 
Nicei quiet place. Dishwasher. ~ir~.f. ace. water paid for. W~';'J2 
HooMMATE NEEDED TO rent in I 
2 bedroom bouse. Close to campus. I 
town, Furnished. $Ioo-month. '. I 
utilities. Call 457·6425. 4710Be90 
ROOMMATE WANTED. $90-
month. NIce trailer at Roxanne 
Mobile. Call 529-3779 after :7~5~~5 
ROOMMATE NEEDED TO share 
~\i ~~~oo~~:IWeorf~tg~~· 
FEMALE ROOMMATE WAN-
~~~eto!~~~!~~~~iS~aduate. 
4731B~1 
FEMALE ROOMMATEi wanted 
to share 4 bedroom house. C1i1Se to 
campus. 529-<1324. 45558e90 
3 BEDROOM HOUSE. 2 people 
need I more. Furnished. washer-
~r~3.tnice yard. 609 Ns.w1~~~~ 
LARGE LISTING OF People with 
places to share. Let us do the 
walkin~ and talking for you' 
LW~;~e 5~:4~~mmate ~~~7~ 
MALE OR FEMAL& 
llEAUTIFUL secluded farmhouse. 
500 acres. private pond. atijoins 
~:1~.13 miles from ca~~~ 
HELP! ROOMMATE NEEDED 2 
blocks from campus. Cheap rent -
f:t~ffer mC'alf~~rly'~t ~~I~. or 
4740Be92 
NEED ROOMMATE $73·mo. plus 
one-third utilities. Cable. a-c. 
~~e. behind Rec. Cen~;~J;:i 
WANTED: ONE FEMALE to 
sublease thrEe bedroom trailer. 
Clean. non-smoker preferred. 
Washer-dryer. SI09.33-mo. 549-7781 
or 457-6382. Dawn. t763Be92 
GIRL TO SHARE 3 bedroom 
house. Close to campus. Contact 
~~ Anne between 3~~ 
NEED 3RD ROOMMATE in I., 
ho!!se Sloo-month and one-third 
Cl~~'i!s~~~~ ~~-~t'kt~ 
Mark. 4780Be95 
RooMMA TE NEEDED. LARGE 
bedroom. Sll5-month, quiet neilfh-
borhood. Now through Aug. 15. [ fi':'p .... ~I 
CARTERVILLE 2 BEDROOM. I 
Ca.rpe~ AC. large bttc~ yard. very 
qll!et. ets 0_ K. S29-I~76Bn03 
B4433C99 
LOCAL FINANCIAL INS. Looking 
~~okk:~g:~.~~l~~:u~att~: 
Box 16. c-o Daily Egyptian. 
Communication Building. Car-
~~~~iy J;'p1~~. Eq~l~ll5 
-----------------SMOKERS WANTED! IF \'ou 
:,;,;,taereKi~ler~~l:'J"ag~~~1i"t[! 
participate in a market research 
survey in exchange for free 
cigarehes call 1-98.'>-2666. 4712C92 
PART TIME: INTERVIEWERS 
;1~~li~d :to~nu~t~ r~:a:a~~ri~ resear~ company. Flexiblt! uaYI evening hours abailable. Wi! 
train. 1-985-2666. 4713C92 
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS. 
BARMAIDS and waitresses. 
t!r1leda~~~~n<i~g~S ~~~e;'~~lJ: 
825 E. Main. Carbondale. or call 
529-9336. St617CI06 
~!!ep~I~I~!~~~i Hof;i~~\m;)~_St 
~;p.::!r 286. Equal Op~:~'r~ 
FEMALE DANCERS. " CHALET' 
in Murp'!{;sboro. $5.00 per hour 
~.tiPS. pply in person . C;;~ 
BOLEN FlIRNITlIRE REPAIR. 
~!~~~~ && re:t~~<au!-it~u~:;t~ur!;e 
made parts. Over 30 yrs. ex-
peripnce :1.17 Lpwis Lane. 457-4924. 
B4307E97 
~EI!:D A PAPER typed, IBM 
SelectriC. fast & accuratp. 
Guaranteed no errors. 549-2258. 
4485E98 
ALTERATIONS AND SEW ING 
Men .. Women. custom tailoring. 
expert alterations of all kinds. The 
Alt""::~ion Shop. 828G. East Main. 
Cynthia. 549-1034. Closed Mondays. 
4455Eloo 
TYPING EXPERIE~CED. LOW 
Rates. Papers. thes~s. etc. Good 
work. Cal! 457-4568. 4650EIOI 
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL 
available at The Hair Lab. Call 
Dinah. Anderson. Electrology 
TherapIst. 529-1477.529-3905 
84444JEIOI 
TYPIST. PART TIME. Saturday" rh~~~~G di~se~fi~:ns.p~:p.~~~: 
Sundayonly.8:3()a.m.-5:oop.m.3-5 Editorial services also available. 
montll job. $4.00·$4.50 per hour. 457-44>66. ~92EI03 
Send resume to P. O. Box 8. 
Marion. Illinois. 629S9. 846:l0C92 BRAKE WORK. LOWEST rates 
TELEPHONE REPRESEN-
TATIVES. AREA. For charily 
dri~e. Previous telephone ex-
cerience helpful. Part-time. 
h~,::r.f~~Yi·n~~~~!e~al~' :On~-rrr 
between 9am and 4pm. 457B..~44Cs3 
STUDENT WORKER FOR 3 
hours·wepk to assist disabled 
student in chemistry lab_ Must be 
available each Thursday, llam-
~. must also have taken Chern. 
Servi~:s~a~~~I~U:l~~~ 
5738. B4790C92 
AIRLINES HIRING! STEWAR-
~~~~SW:rfJ:,~~:~iO~:\r f!:-
~~.G~~f&:=\'1tiJ~ 
Air. 5021CllO 
around. Guaranteed 529-2287. 
4733E96 
Carbondale - Chicago 
STAND-BY FARE 
$AS on9way 
FOR INFORMATION CAlL 
100-642-1333 
Daily Egyptian, February I, 1984. Page 19 
~ __ !Pf9.~~"'11 Castro no dictator to Cubans 
n·uUA·· _ •• • • ::!'~== MUllster says socialIsm works 
& cont;~.~~7M'anc. By Dean JOI1H The Bible also has a continuous 
Mon8oyand~""'12Naon Staff Writer ./', •• " "-'--".. theme of justice running T~ 12Ncxwt-2:3Cpm through it." 
ThundayandFridayl~ Socialism v'orks for the Braun said the group with 
21~W._"" people of CUba - it has been a which he traveled was able to 
\ I potent force for positive move about the island freely by change. And although It has bus on the mornings and af-_ _ taken "many year!': Cor the ternoons and could walk around '-----------~ government and the church to at night. 
JUNK CARS AND Trucks Call get to know each other," "They said to us, 'You are free 
anytime, 1-987-2272 4069F91 sharing commo(l goals, such as to go anywhere yOIl "'~ • and to 
WANTED TO BUY. Class rings. bringing an enG to hunger and talk to anybody nope you 
old gold'" silver, broken jewelry, poverty, has enabled the church d. o. The only thing we ask is that 
coins, scrap sterlinf silver, old and government to work _:!hen you go back. report truth-~~~~ESe23aWo~~hIllb8noi:I'}.eVe~:; together in mutual support fully what you have seen '" he 4:;7~. fl4439Fl00 These are the views of 'the said.' 
LOST I R~v. Ted Braun. minister at Braun said the changes he's OIurch of the Good Shepherd in seen in Cuba over the last six Carbondale, who recently spent years are encouraging. The 
L-__________ two weeks traveling in Cuba as people always look hf·althy. are 
LOST' LADIES SEIKO gold w- part of a lillie-member group of well clothed and seem op-
black leather band. Lost in clergy and laymen from the timistic. he said. 
~~S:'~~If~:~ :e!e ~!il United States. It was Braun's "Each year we've gone we've 
457-4438. Reward. 4783G94 sixth trip since he first toured seen more women and blacks in 
the island in 1979 at the in- leadership positions." he said. 
I I vitation of the Ecumenic~.1 "Castro has been one of the -F!ln. 'IW,u,,' Council of CUba. primary pushers of women's 
_ - "It is important for peDl'le in equality. Just this past year 
BALLOON BOUQUETS. $12.50 and the United States to visit there were some women elected 
SIJ 00. We deliver. We also have countries that choose a dif- to the Central Committee. 
~:;::s~ ~~. st':IVir~r~~~~esCr~i;y ferent approach to social and Staff Photo by Neville Loberg which is the highest governing 
Cooter Clown Service. 457-0134. economic development," he r\ftervisiting Cuba, the Rev, Ted Braun says socialism works. body." 
4514199 said. "And it is important for us There are also many women 
riiiiii~R~M~~iiiii~iiiill to cross our own human democracy." Representatives must report active in the church as pastors .'dU. 'iH4;~hHt. barriers-tohavecontactwith In Cuba, Braun said each periodicallytothepeopleand,if and lay leaders, he said __ ••••• • •••••••••• - _ people our government defines neighborhood IS organized with they are not doing a satisfac- "I don't think the full story 
ATTENTION SIU SUNBATHERS' 
Surf's up but our prices aren't' 
as enemies. And also just to committees. which join tory job, can be recalled. he about Cuba is getting out." 
keep in touch with the church togetherasa block organization said. Braun said. "There's a lot of 
~I?~ &;~ r~o;u~ny ~i~ t~'Ii 
~J;~~~t!~~:er1~~\Z1.~e~~r~~ 
down there." to p.lect representatives to the "That'skindofmindboggling censorship and false in-
Braun describes a CUba that national assembly. to us because we don't usually formation. 
might surprise Americans who .. A person runs. nc' on the associate that with a 'dic- "If another approach works. 
picture Fidel Castro as a basis of having more money," tatorship ... • he said. and is humane and people are 
clubs, too~ Call. Luv Tours (800) 
368-2006. ".k for Annette. 4434JI19 tyranical dictator ruling he said. "But each person has Braun said that although the seeming to progress under that 
pitilessly over a severely op- an equal access to political cc·ohmrl.mstUI'aDln·Sst,ptahretrYeiSanroetcopeUnrctho system and at the same time a 
NEED MONEY~ CONTACT us. pressed people office. hu lot of thew needs are not being 
We help alltresent and ~tential "Everyone we talked to in "In the government of Cuba members in thc block met by our own system - what ~1?1I~~~cS~~o~~,tsB~~sre6,,~S~a~~ Cuba respected him and loved - in the city assemblies. the organizations who are elected doe:: that sav about our 
bondale. IL 62903. ~749J90 him," Braun said of Castro. state assemblies and the by the people. system?" Braun asked. 
---.--------- "because not only was he the national - there are workers. "All the churches are quite 
HOST AN E:-lCHANTED Lady one who led the revolution, but We could learn from that here." progressive." he said. "They 
m~ned~a~y~fg:fie;~~i:~~ y:~ as the country developed, he he said. are firmly grounded in biblical 
creams. l:nique novelties and was the one who helped it grow. Cuba actually has a faith but have a strong social 
'" think it's obvious that our 
system isn't working," he said. 
"It works for the rich. but in 
Cuba the system works for the 
poor. For t!-js to be questioned 
IS ~'ery difficult and un-
comfortable for us." 
games and dehghtfullingerie. Call "Cubans wouldn't call Castro representative form of conscience. The church has 
,Janie. 1-618-357-2254. Sales a dictator, That's our term," he government, according to been traditionally concerned 
representatives also need~l08 said. "They call their govern.. Braun, who said, "Not many with love, but love can be 
ment a grassroots participatory U.S. citizens know about tilis." defined many diff.erent ways. 
Stu PLA1"T AND Soil Science 
Club. Foliage Plant Madness! Top Qu.:tlity Plants to Brighten Up 
Your World On Sale in tile Studenl 
Center. Feb. 1 '" 2 or until we run 
out' 4773.190 
Jobless steelworkers' pro~t disbanded 
CHICAGO (AP) - When 
about 100 unemployed 
steelworkers learned from 
police watching their demon-
stration that President Reagan 
had been spirited unseen into a 
convention center Tuesday, 
they decided te pack it in early. 
~ .11 "Let's go home. The -WU-UiI"'W president's already in ,for a . speech to cement executives," 
RIDE STUDENT TRANSIT to I said organi:!.er Slim Coleman. 
Chi~J~b~ ItU~u~~~: ~~ ~~d~~' stay out here and get ~ As little as '7 hours to Th~ demonstrators most of 
Chi agoland. r~:~'~llbe~~ whom had been jobiess since 
purchased 7 the Wisconsin Steel plant here 
. Reg. $45.75 shut down in March 1900, were 
l~e~~-:n:~t demanding a gove~ent jobs 
Runs eve. -. program at the site and w;:~~~~~~~:o~.~, ~4788~~~ protesting that they had not 
" received back pay owed. 
liM ".".,. 
""""" .. ., y,. 110" I"" 
,"""If.-
""" "'""",,1 1M, y,., ,,.,.,,,, 
But they departed in 
resignation before Reagan's 15-
minute speech was over after 
learning that he alrf'ady had 
arrived by limousine at an 
inaccessible side entrance of 
the beavily guarded convention 
center. 
va~:~ e~~!~~e:r £~a::::~~ 
denied knowing where or when 
Reagan was scheduled to arrive 
for his first a~pearance outside 
Washington smce declari~ his 
re-election run on Sunday rught. 
Also demonstrating on the 
sidewalk of a wind-whipped 
overpass 100 yards from the 
I
lakefront McCormick Place 
were a few members of the 
Untty Democratic Congress and 
the Task Force Cor Black 
Empowerment, both com-
munity activist groups. They 
were protesting against 
Reagan's economic and foreign 
policy in gen('1 al. 
The protesters. most of them 
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blacks and Hispanics, carried 
placards with such messages 
as: "Wisconsin Steel is u.s. 
Property. Save It; "President 
Reagan's Peace is the Kiss of 
Death; and "Hungry and 
Homeless - We Won't Pay the 
Price for Your (Reagan's) 
Recovery." 
"The government owns the 
plant now, so it should be 
mod~rnized," said Frank 
Lumpkin, 60, who was a 
millwright at Wisconsin Steel. 
"Even if some jobs are lost by 
modernization, it's a lot better 
than no jobs at all. We got 
nothing now." 
He said he and many of the 
other protesters had exhausted 
unemployment benefits long 
ago and had not been paid 
company benefits because of 
the bankruptcy. 
The steel mill was bought by 
the U.S. Commerce Depart-
ment in bankruptcy 
proceedings in 1981. and federal 
officials said earlier this month 
it had been sold to a New York 
wrecking company for at least 
$3 million. The plant once 
employed 3.500 workers, but 
only a skeleton maintenance 
staff remains. 
WOMEN'S SELF-DEFENSE CLASSES 
Taught by Certified Instructors 
from the Southern Illinois 
Chapter of National Women's 
Self-Defense Council. 
TAUGHT BY WOMEN FOR WOMEN 
Orientation and registration 
meeting for Spring 1984: 
Sunday, February 5, 7-8:30pm 
For more information, contact 
the SIU-C Oflice ot ~ 1iiaJ 
Women's Services atO 
.53.3655 Jntram~l 
Recreational 
Sports 
• 
Crane, Coffey revealed few 
clear-cut differences in debate 
COLD FEET? 
May We Suggest a Pair of 
Sheepskin Slippers .... 
CHARLF.STO[\i (AP) - II 
was hilled as a dt'bate, but it 
sOlmded more like a polite 
('vening of e-on\'('rsation. 
The debate between in-
e-umbent Republican 
congressman Dan Crane and 
chalknger Max Coffey. con-
ducted bf'fore ~I crowd of about 
300 !\Ionday night al Eastern 
Illinois Universitv. revealed 
few clear~ut <'ifferences bet-
ween the two or kev issues. 
But Crane hac to- deal again 
with the embarassing questions 
about his 1980 sexual affair with 
a l1-year-old Congressional 
page, which caused him to be 
censured by the House of 
Representatives. 
He said he was sorry and had 
asked for forgiveness, but 
conceded there was "no way I'll 
know" whether voters accepted 
his apology until the GOP 
primary. "I'll have to wait until 
March 20." 
While most of the arguing that 
did take place centered on 
Crane's three-term record in 
Washington, "negative voter" 
was about the most serious 
charge Coffey hurled at the 
three-term incumbent. 
Ami that was a label Crane 
was proud to wear. 
CIlHey.. a 44-year-old 
Republican slate SE'nator, noted 
hiS GOP colleagu!.' has not had ~ 
singl£' hill passed by the House 
and called Crane a "negative 
\·oter." He sug~('sted Crane 
might be more ('Hectivl' if ht' 
cooperated with his colleagu£'s 
who have hills to pass. 
But Crane. df'scribing himself 
as one of the "higgest per:ny· 
pine-hen'" in Washington. saie! 
he was proud to vote "no" f",n 
~!~~n~d\r~r~~:~~ratr.n-
"You're right, Mal(, I don't 
e-ompromise. I don't believe in 
lax increases." said Crane. a 48· 
vear-()Id Danville dentist. "He 
voted for one." 
Coffey countered that as a 
"more moderate" thinker. he 
saw the needs of the state and 
voted for a temporary tax in-
crease last year. 
Crane. on the other hand. 
made little advantage of Cof-
fey's reluctance to discuss 
foreign policy questions, most 
of which appeared to lake him 
by surprise. 
Asked about the recenl 
Kissinger Commission 
recommendations on Central 
America, Coffey said: ''rm not 
familiar with the report to the 
degree that I'd like to make any 
further comment." 
He also admitted, "I do not 
have a position" on V.S. 
---~pusBrie&---------
MEETINGS: Amateur Radio and increasing concentration, 
Club, 8 p.m. Wednesday Student 2Hatol13 P'lm42', Wednesday in Woody 
Center Sahne Room; Student B 
Environmental Center. 7 p.m .• 
thinl floor of Student Center, 
SOCIETY for the Ad-
vancement of Management wiD 
meet at 7 p.m. in the Student 
Center Mississippi Room, 
University Bank VIce-president 
DOllald Shay will be the 
speaker. 
OBELISK II Yearbook is 
holdi~ an orientation meeting 
for persons interested in 
marketing activities at 7 p.m. 
Wednesday in Green lSarraclrs 
1&16. located between Morris 
Library and the Com-
munications Building. 
CAREER Counseling wil' 
hold a workshop on improvilll! 
study skills. lecture notetaking 
UNITED NATIONS 
Simulation Association wiD hold 
and orientation meeting at 7 
p.m. Wednesday in Tech A-lll 
Auditori1UD. 
UNDERGRADUATE Student 
Organization will hold two 
deputy junior registrars 
sessions at 7 p.rn:· Wednesday 
in tile Mackinaw Room and 4 
p.m. Thursday in the Kaskaskia 
Room. Persons interested in 
working 01\ voters registration 
are encouraged to attend_ 
BLACK HISTORY Month wiD 
presenta variety show at 7 p.m. 
Wednesday in Grinnell Hall, 
Activities will iDclude poetry 
readings and dance per· 
formances by students. 
I
DitOl PHOTO-VIDEQ I 
...... Equl ...... nt lull.tlr. 
Check Thl.aulletin Each Waek To Find 
Out Whot'l Available In Our Used Equipment 
Dept. All Used Goad_ Carry Ito DkOf' 45 Day Warranty. 
Olympus OM 10w/SOmmfl.8 $139.99 
Olympus 35-7Omm f4 $169.99 c 
"Minolta XD5 wt50mm f2.0 $219.99 (; 
:; Vivitar 85-205mm f3.8 Minolta Mt. $129.99 " 
> Contax 139 body $169.99 ~ o Yashica TL·Electro w/5Omm fl. 7 $109.99 % 
" Yashica FR winder $44.99 " 
% Yashica Mat-12A $114.19 0 
lL Yashica CS 201 Electronic Flash $29.99 <: 
o Pentax Spotmatic w/50mm fl.4 $109.99 ~ 
u . " Q Mamiyal Sakor 5000TL w/5Omm f2.0 (As IS) $39.99 
Canon 135mm f2.5 $99.99 
CanonMotorDriveMA $189.99 
Vivltar 283 Flash $Sot. 99 
relations with lh(' S"vil't l:nion, 
the P('opil"s Republic of China 
and Taiwan, and Israel. 
('rant', one of the most con 
servalive House nlE'mbers. <;. Id 
Ihe (I.S. should proneI' 
('conomic and mililarv aid t'l t:I 
Salvador. Olherwisl'."h(· arielI'd. 
cOT.lmunism will sprl'ad quickl~ 
through ('I'nlral Aml'rica and 
into Mexico. and millions of 
;\Iexicans will nee across "the 
Rio GrandI' 10 the last hastion of 
freedom." 
One key difference in policy 
emerger! over the presence of 
V.S. Marmes in '.cbanon. Crane 
said t~y should not have been 
sent there as peacekeepers 
because of the danger of 
terrorist attack, but Coffey said 
he supports President Reagan's 
use of the l\oli.rines because 
"sometimes we have to defend 
ourselves ... on someone else's 
shores." 
These Slipj)erS Are Hand-Turned & Lasted. The 
Soles Are Robust Spbt Cowhide Wrapped Around 
A Padded Bottom For Extra Durabtlity & Com-
fort. T weoty-EIsjlt DoUars And Worth It! 
The 
Barefoot Cobbler 
Z 101 W. Walnut ph: 457-8631 
HRS: WEJ>..SAT 9am·7pm 
WELLNESS CENTER PROGRAMS 
An introduction to the 
physical. mental & spiritual 
benefits of Yoga. Come 
with a blanket and drP..ssed 
to relax. 
Begins Wednesday. Feb. 8 
Meets for S week", 8:30pm 
A AVE WEEK 
Group to help 
you 
STOP SMOKING 
NOW 
This effective 
lends s~ suppcrt 
and motivatiOl~ to your 
effat to t.eak the habit. 
Begins Tuesdav 
Feb. 7. 3-Spm 
CALL 536 .. 4441 TO REGISTER 
-. TIIINED DOWN AIASKETBALL 
satOI.ARSHI»FOR 
AN AJlMYROTC SOIOLARSIIR-
ROTC sch. llarship that c, ·vcr.; unti, "', 
"I knew I flt.'edeJ to .!!'I1 to col· h.,ks, and more. 
ieJ.le to h: suc:ce" .. ;!ul:' "Wlw J"l I select But even if VlllI Jon'! "'in;, 
an Army ROTC scholarship owr a sch.>larship, a. an Ron' CUt, )1111'11 
haskerh.tll scholar.ihip! Because I knew ,-rill m:eivc finanCIal a;siSlan.:e. Up to 
I'd haw a job after gmduatiun. And $1.0C() a year for your Ia.t two yean; of 
that's more thim a lot 01 my ro-'t>fS Rarc. 
could say. Y.llJ'lI aiso receive ROTC leader· 
"An Army officer's J,!/:r is bOlh ship and man.1/..>ement mining. Train-
challenging anJ rewanling. It', al"" ing that en.lhles yuu to grdJuate with 
Imi411e in the amount of Tt.""f'm"hilrl)' hnth a degre-.: in )'tlUr ch.l!'Cn maj<lf 
y,lU're given coming riw.t 'lilt of and an Army officer's CnmmissK'fl. 
c, ,Ik~. If )'t1ll'J like a job waiting ttlf 
"I rruty stay in the militllr,t But yoo after cullege, apply ttl!' an Arm)' 
if I deCIde 10 get out, I've gut the best ROTC schularship. And h:gin YtlUr 
J<.b.reference in the wurlJ-a curnmis- tUrure as an ,,fi"icet 
sion In the United Slam Armll"- f"lf m" ..... intOrmatKIfl ahlllt 
Capt. Maurice Buchanan AmlY ROTC, contact the Pniessor of 
Vivitar 135mm f2.8 (screw mt.) $29.99 Army ROTC can J., tilt same Military Science, 
fo .. yIlU. Qualify, and YIlU '-an win an 
Assorted Filters $2.00 & up ... IOK. .Ml.1QICMI .. 
Mu,_.eIhopp1ne Sit-ant eont.ct .............. .. Ii .. furtherl ........ tlon Cent. . .~.'.'&'a.W&a·~aEIEft .. ~~ ~ ___________________________________________ ~ __ I~ ______ ~ 
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REBUILDING from Page 24 
fresh talent. 
Now, halfway through the season, most 
coaches have labeled the Salukis as one the two 
most improved teams in the MVC. along with 
Bufford trails only Perry in field g(131 per-
centage. He is shooting 56.5 percent from the 
Door and 90 percent from the free-throw line. 
He leads the team with 28 steals. 
Creighton. . 
Perry, after sitting out last season. is im-
proving with each game. The 6-11 center has 
proven he can mix it up inside with the other 
giants of the MVC. "He's come to the forefront 
of the conference aloDg with (Creighton's 
Benoit) Benjamin as one of the two best centers 
in the league." said Bradley assistant coach 
Tony Barone. 
Perry is leading the Salukis with 13.8 points 
per game. but has averaged 18.6 in Valley 
games. Except for SIU-C's 73-63 loss at Wichita 
State, when he was held to 11 points, Perry has 
tallied no fewer than 17 in each MVC game. 
Perry is hoIdi~ his own on the backboe rds as 
weD. He and Blbbens share the team reboun-
ding lead with 7.4 per gaMe. 
Campbell, Who switched from forward to 
second guard when George moved in. leads the 
team in assists with 65. He shot well over 50 
percent the first hillf of the season, but has been 
fighting a shooting slump of late. But he plays 
toard and with enthusiasm, and Van Winkle 
likes that. 
Since starting four games ago at Bradley, 
GeOrge scored eight, 13, and 16 points before 
getting shut out at Illinois State. An outstanding 
defensive player, George is adept at going to 
the basket, too. 
"He adds a dimension to our offense," Van 
Winkle said. "He goes to the basket and draws 
people, and that creates good things for us." 
Bibbens. with 10.8 points per game, is one of 
five Salukis averaging in double figures. The 
balanced scoring attack has been a Saluki 
trademark. Bufford, 13.3, campbell, 12.8, and 
Birch, 11.9, round out SIU-C's leading scorers. 
With Walk~ gone, 6-5 sophomore forward 
Dan Weiss has seen more action recently. He 
was the first forward off the bench at Dlinois 
State. 
"We're improving each week," Van Winkle 
said. "With the exception of the Illinois State 
game, oW' progress f1as been good." 
staff Photo by Neville Loberg 
SIU-C freshman Wendy Irick was one of two SaI.1ds qualified for the NCAA championships aDd 
named GCAC Athletes of the Week. Irick has 'Of" the U.S. Olympic Trials_ 
Salukis garner two GCAC honors 
By Steve Koulos 
staff Writer 
SIU-C's Denise Blackman 
(track) and Wendy Irick 
(SWimming) were named 
Gateway Collegiate Athletic 
Conference Athl ... ~es of the 
Week for their performances 
last week. 
At the Indiana Quad Satur-
day, Blackman, a sophom~re 
from Barbados, West Indies, 
took third in the 6O-yard dash. 
Her time of 7.1 tied the school 
indoor record. 
Blackman PUlled her ham-
string during the last 10 yards of 
the event and was unable to 
compete in the 300-yard run and 
the 1.600-meter relay. Her 
performance was one of the few 
bright spots for the Salukis, who 
finished last in the meet. 
SIU-C women's track Coach 
Don DeNoon said Blackman 
might have finished better than 
third if she didn't suffer the 
hamstring injury. 
"Denise is probably the 
. BATTERIES 
AUTOMOTIVE SIZES 
NAMEBRAND 
FIlOMt • .M 
o BA1TER1ES!"7 
(WI11I taAoE.~ 
;: M~;;;;;;;';;';: ;,;,;.,~~. ;;::;,: 
to lllClutricll JOG .. ltd. (acron 
/ro". McDonald'.,. Tum Ie/l at 
fir" .Iap./po tIteft I./lerpln to 
A.HCIoted Battery Supply. 
ASSOCIATED 
~
Call6S7 .. ]] •• 
fastest we have from the 60-
through the 300-yards and is 
quick as Debra Davis in the 400-
meters," DeNoon said. 
Irick, a freshman from 
Knoxville. Tenn .• placed third 
in the 500 free with a time of 
5:04.6 and fifth in the 200 fly 
with 2:11.63. Irick recorded 
personal bests in the 200 breast, 
100 breast and 200 free. 
Irick has qualified for the 
U.S. Olympic trials in the 400 
individual medley and for the 
NCAA nationals in tbe 200 
backstroke, 2:05.56; 200 1M, 
2:07.26; and in the 400 1M. 
4:29.95. 
While the Saluki swimming 
team has claimed the No. 6 
ranking in the country, ac-
cording to the Collegiate Swim 
Coaches Association and 
Swimming World POlls, Irick 
has clim6ed into the nation's !UP 14 in four different events. 
Irick is ranked fifth in the 400 
1M, ninth in both the 200 1M and 
the 200 backstroke and 14th in 
the 100 backstroke. 
C asses start ng 
Feb. 6 in Carbondale 
Ii.. ~~ ~:~:".~"w~.~. 
£ --"... Info"-Ion 
TEST PFlEMAATlON 
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1931 Call Collect 
fGrlftfanltalllft MatlI OtMr Pwnu .. ", Cellltrl 
In More lila. lza II:Ijor us Clli .. I AllmlII 
314-997.7791 
OutSIde NY State 
CALL TOll F.U: 100·223·1712 
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Purdue's defense, 
free ,hrows help 
tie up Big 10 lead 
CHICAGO lAP) - An em-
phasis on defense right after the 
tip-off and free-throw shooting 
down the stretch catapulted 
Purdue. 13-4, from pre-season 
depths to a share of the Big Ten 
lead, Boilermaker Coach Gene 
Keady said Tuesday. 
But a look at conference 
statistics at the midway point 
show other strengths as well. 
Purdue, seventh in scoring 
defense (62.7 points a game) but 
second in free-throw accuracy 
(76 percent), also tops the 
league in scoring offense with 
68.3 points a game. 
Th( 16th-ranked· Boiler-
makers, picked to finish eighth 
or ninth in the Big Ten a;J; 
~:;:~snnnJ:~::~b:l:~e:.~ a 
6-1 record. 
"We really tried to come out 
and dominate people with our 
defense to help get the early 
lead," Keady said at the ,,:~~y 
telephone conference. With 
the lead in this league you can 
control the tempo. Then, we 
have a pretty good free-throw 
shooting team, which helps us 
keep it in control down the 
stretch." 
FREE DELIVERY 
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A special supplement with 
information you can use. 
IN THURSDAY'S DAILY EGYPTIAN 
Three wins keep Tar Heels No.1 ROUTINE from Page 24 
exercise. Brendan Price to help 
on the vault, Herb Voss to help 
on the horse and Babcock on top 
of everything would be a biJ;t 
help for any gymnast. It hilS 
helped Lutterman. 
arounder." Meade said. "Plus. 
he's a dean's list student which 
makes any coach happy and 
proud." 
NEW YORK (AP) - It was 
supposed to be a tough week for 
the top-ranked North Carolin& 
Tar Heels. who had to play 
three teams currently placed in 
the Associated Press Top 
Twenty basketball poll. 
But by week's end. the Tar 
Heels remained unbeaten -
and still No.1. - as they 
disposed of No. 15 Wake Forest 
100-63. in addition to a weekend 
sweep of No. 18 Georgia Tech 
and No. 14 Louisiana State. 
Yet for the first time in three 
\lleeks, it wal"n't a unanimoUS 
vote. 
A panel of 62 sports writers 
and broadcasters rewarded 
="Io,th Carolina, now 17-0, with 
61 rirst-place votes for 1,239 
points as No.2 DePaul scooped 
up the other. The Blue Demons, 
who beat Princeton and then 
thrashed UCLA on the Bruins' 
hO":le court 84-68 to improve 
their recm-d to 16-0, received 
1,171 points. 
The point system is based on 
3l for each first-place vote, 19 
for second. etc. 
Kentucky and Georgetown 
held down the Nos. 3 and 4 
spots. respectively, but the new 
wrinkle in the Top Ten was 
caused by Notre Dame's upset 
of previously fifth·ranked 
Maryland. 
In losing to the Irish 52-47 in 
its only game last week, 
Maryland slipped to No. 10. 
Nevada-Las Vegas, Houston, 
Texas-El Paso and Illinois. 
meanwhile, each ad\'anced a 
ranking to Nos. 5, 6, 7 and 8, 
re~c~:~y entrant in the To 
Ten is Memphis State, whic~ 
beat No. 12 Oklahoma 69·65 
Saturday, and comes in at NO.9. 
This week's poll features 
three newcomers. Re~ntering 
at No. 16 is Purdue. while 
Georgia Tech (No. 18) Auburn 
(No. 19) are ranked for the first 
time this season. 
The casualties were 
Arkansas, formerly No. 16, and 
Georgia and Virgina, Nos. 18 
and 19, respectively. 
In the Second Ten, No. 11 
Tulsa and No. 12 Oklahoma 
swapped places from the 
previous week. And this week's 
No. 13 is Syracuse, which 
showed the most dramatic 
improvement. 
The Orangemen, \I'ho entered 
the poll last week for the first 
time at No. 20, deFeated Big 
East rivals Pitt and St. John's 
to move up seven places. 
Previously lOth-ranked 
Louisiana State, which lost to 
Auburn and North Carolina, 
saw its record drop to 12-5 and 
its ranki~ Lv ~o. 14. 
Rounding out the poll is Wake 
Forest at No. 15. Louisville, No. 
17. and UCLA. which fell down 
five places to No. 20. 
"These people are David's 
yardstick that help measure his 
improvement as well as his 
weaknesses. He has the talent. 
and is now building up his 
confiriPnl'P In np " :;/;'I'lus all· 
Lutterman said he has no 
plans after college. He also 
said. though, that he is not 
really worried about it right 
now. After all. he still has two 
years, not counting this one. to 
be a gymnast. 
ORIENTATION 
MEETING 
7:00pm. Wed. 
Feb. 1 
Conditioning was treatment 
for Detters after shutout loss 
Room 82 
STUDENT RECREATION 
CENTER 
POOL CLASSROOM 
FOR MORE INFO. 
CALL 
Chris Huskey 457·2405 
or By George Pappas 
Staff Writer 
After a devastating 9-0 loss to 
Vanderbilt two weeks ago, what 
has Saluki tennis coach Dick 
LeFevre been doing with his 
men? 
"Conditioning," LeFevre 
said. "We have to get in shape. 
That's why we lost to Van-
derbilt." 
LeFevre said his team ''ran 
out of gas" against Vanderbilt. 
He has the evidence to prove 
that too. In that match, the 
Salllkis won the first set in five 
of the nine matches. Then they 
lost the rest of the sets and 
matches after that. But he 
blames no one. 
"They were off for 35 days 
during Christmas break," 
LeFevre said. "Plus, we can 
only get actual tennis practice 
on Mondays and Wednesdays 
for two hours at the Egyptian 
Sports Center. The other 
practices are conditioning. 
Honestly, I was astonished we 
won those first sets." 
LeFevre said that there is no 
way that any tennis player 
could be that good with so little 
practice. 
"Even Jimmy Connors works 
out for three straight weeks 
before a big match," LeFevre 
said. . 
The Salukis don't have 
Connors. but they 
do have some very talented 
players. Playing No. i and 2 
singles are Swedish players Per 
Wadmari< and Lars Nilsson, 
respecth·ely. That Swedish one-
:~bfe~~~~~ also the No. 1 
"They seem to be playing OK 
together." LeFevre said. 
Take A Pencil 
And 
Build Your Own 
Mark 5 Squares 
1-4" Pizza - Only 
$5.00 
Single Double 
(counts as 2) 
Cheese 0 0 
Pepperoni 0 0 
Sausage 0 0 
Ham 0 0 
"They, as well as the rest of the 
players, are missing shots they 
normally wouldn't miss. It'll 
take some time before everyone 
comes around." 
Gabriel Coch plays at No. 3 
and Chris Visconti plays at No. 
4. They form the No.2 doubles 
pair. Coch has a tough serve 
but struggled through most of 
last year. He has performed 
fairly well this year. Visconti 
had the best individual record, 
6-2, over the practice fa'} season 
and is expected by LeFevre to 
do just as good a job this season. 
Paul Rasch isat No.5 singles. 
No. 6 singles is still undecided 
by LeFevre. He has a choice 
between Roeland deKort and 
newly acquired 16-year-old 
Steve Quanor. 
"I'll let them play each other 
on Wednesday,' LeFevre said. 
"Whoever wins plays No.6." 
The Saluki injury list is 
finally coming along. Nilsson 
seems to be playing "OK," 
Meade said. He was suffering 
from an arm ailment. Rollie 
Oliquino is working out again 
after the cruciate ligament 
injury in his knee iie suffered 
last semester. 
"I'd like to see him back in a 
month," LeFevre said. "But, 
we really don't know." 
Scott Krue~er is still under 
orders from hiS neurosurgeon to 
stay off the courts. He has a 
partially dislocated disc. eoch's 
hand is just fine and deKort has 
rid his nasty cold. 
LeFevre said he had a tennis 
player walk into his office last 
'week claiming he can play. 
Rene Crespo from Quitt.. 
Ecuador, is that player. 
LeFevre is letting Crespo work 
out with the team. 
~:~.'~. -¥" . .I '. , ( , 
Single Double 
(counts a52) 
Mushrooms 0 0 
GreenPepper 0 0 
Onion 0 0 
Black Olive 0 0 
EAT-IN O. TAKE OUT 
Hours: 
Sun-Thurs l1am-9pm 
~~ ... -IOpm . 
s-nIorCItIuft".... ~?i~~~ 
All YOU CAN EAT 
17 .. W. Main Nt-'IU 
"He looks like a good player." 
LeFevre said. "We'll It,ave to 
wait and see." 
The Salukis are home against 
Indiana Friday. 
Ann Jo"'nson ~7·2S46 
~.t~ 
DEADLINE FOR APPLYING FOR STUDENT 
MEDICAL BENEFIT FEE REFUNDS IS 
FRIDAY. FE.RUARY 3, 1984 
To apply for a refund, a student must 
present his/her Insurance policy booklet 
of the schedule of benefits along with the 
Insurance wallet I.D. card to the Student 
Health Program, Insurance OHicer, Kesnar 
Hall, Room 118. All students, including 
those who have applied for a Cancellation 
Waiver, and whose'fees are not yet paid. 
must apply for the refund before the 
deadline. 
!iii6i • C!kA!C C C. 0..\ 
The A.erican Tap 
~ '.: 
-f!1. t~:·"~i!'~&,;.~~ . HAPPY HOUR . i ~i~~if~~  . I ALL DAY & N.GHT iii!: ~ Wednesday 
'j . ~ 404 Drafts 
"liM $2.00 ~itcher .. 
Tanqueray 
80¢ 
50. lOWENBRAU 
70. Seagrams 1 
75ft Jack Daniels 
75c Spe.dralls 
;,-----.-
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Lutterman a team hit 
with all-around debut 
By Gf'Orge Pappas 
Start Writer 
Saluki gymnast David Lut-
terman has ('l)l"1e into his own. 
P~rr('rming as an all-
ai uunder for the first time in his 
collegiate career Sunday in 
DeKalb, Lutterman scored a 
55.iO, which is about a 9.2 
average. Lutterman said "e 
was happy with his score. 
"I hit all of my rout'nes 
without any major reductions," 
Lutterman <;aid. "I was 
thoroughly pleased." 
Lutterman has a right to be 
pleased. He paved the way for 
the Saluki,,' triumph over 
Northern Illinois Sunday. and 
he was a major contrivutor in 
the Saluki wins over 1Ilinois-
Chicago and the Air Force 
Academy Saturday. 
Lutterman's gymnastic story 
dales back to 19'75. 
Born in Limestone, Maine, in 
1962, Luttt'rman's family 
moved to New Zealand in 1m. 
His father retired from the Air 
Force and decided that New 
Zealand was the place to live. 
"! have no idea why he picked 
New Zealand." l.utterman said. 
"We had never even been 
there. " 
Nonetheless, Lutterman took 
up gymnasti-:s when he was 13. 
While practicing with five other 
gymnasts, they formed a New 
Zealand traveling team that 
was triumphant. -
"We were the best male team 
in New Zealand history." 
Lutterman said. "If that means 
anything." 
It must mean something 
because another one of those 
gymnasts is Jerry Randall of 
Indiana State. which the Salukis 
will take on Saturday. 
Lutterman has no doubt in his 
mind that he is better than 
Randall as well as the rest of 
the New Zealand team. He 
hopes for a shot at the Olym-
pics. But he must get the go-
ahead from the New Zealand 
Olympic committee. 
"If they say yes, I go," 
Lutterman said .. "It depends on 
if they want to send a gymnast 
or not." 
Lutterman has proved h:: 
should go. Last year at the 
World Championships at 
Budapest. Hungary. he scored a 
109.1, or 1.1 points better than 
~u~te~~~i~ai~e1h!~e::!e~~s~ 
score better than that after 
a year of practice with the 
Salukis. but for now he'll just 
have to wait for the green light. 
In the meantime, he has 
helped spark the Salukis toward 
a possible berth in the NCAA 
championships. Lutterman, a 
sophomore in business, said he 
feels this year's team is better 
than last year's, Which finished 
nir.th in the NCAA cham-
pionships. 
"Coming into tnis year, J 
never thought we'u ~core as 
high as 276 points without Brian 
I Babcock )," Lutterman said. 
"B!lt we're looking good on 
each e"<:nt. 
"Last year, the team relied 
heavily on Brian's all-around 
performance, as well as Tom's 
(Slomsky) rings and Herb's 
(Voss) hQrse routine. But now, 
we hav~ six or seven guys Ulat 
are vying for each apparatus. If 
someone is iOI'ured, it is no 
problem to rep ace him." 
Lutterman saiJ the Salukis 
have the routines to score 280 
points. 
"No one on the team has to 
add anything to their routine," 
Lutterman said. "They just 
have to hit the routines they 
have now. If everyone hits them 
in a meet, the 280 score is 
there ... 
Lutterman said he came to 
college in the United State so he 
could improve his gym-
nastics. He !;aid there were 
times when he practiced by 
himself in New Zealand. 
"There was no one theft: to 
motivate me." Lutterman said. 
"Here, I have all the help I 
could ever need." 
Saluki CCf8ch Bill Meade said 
that having Lawrence 
Wilhamson to help on Ule floor 
See ROUTINE, Page 2J 
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Sophomore David LuUermaa hall emerged 31 GIN! 01 Salald Coach 
BiD Meade'll leadia, ()mallsas &his Sf:a ..... 
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Staff Photo by Steve Kenned~ 
Cleveland Bibbens is one of five juniors who start in Saluki Coach Allen Van Winkle's lineup. 
Van Winkle's jUIlior transfers 
have erased preseason doubts I 
By Daryl Vaa Schouwen 
Staff Writer 
starting five. 
When Saluki basketball Coacfi Allen Van 
Winkle threw together a starting lineup of 
junior transfers in November. one question in 
the minds of many Saluki fans centered arollnd 
SIU-C's ability to play togeiher as a team. 
George, a 6-6 forward, has replaced te2m 
captain and point guard Roy Birch in the last 
four games. giving the Salukis added Molt' on 
the front line. Walker was lost last week for 
acad.~mic .easons.leaving the Salukis with less 
depth up Cront. 
Two of the four other starters, Cleveland 
Bibbens and Nate Bufford, have received the 
starting nod from Van Winkle in every game. 
Ken Perry has started all but two games and 
3ernard Campbell has started all but one. 
After all, the Saluki roster consisted of eight 
transfers from numerous schools around the 
country. For two of them. SIU-C wt:s the third 
college in which t;ley had enrolled. 
In basketball circles, the buz;! word "jell" is 
commonly heard. especially from coaches whl' 
speak of the importance of team play and a 
growing sense among players of how their 
teammatE'S react to certain game situations. 
It appears now that the quintet of Perry. 
Bibbens, George, Buff OM and ~ampbell, with 
Birch usually assuming the role oi No. 1 
bench player, form the heart of SJU-C's 
basketball team. 
For a team that has played together for less 
than one season, the Salukis have jelled quite 
well. They'll take a 13-6 record, 5-3 in the 
Missoori Valley Conferenc e, into Thursday's 
conference game with Bradley at the Arena. 
Next to the fact that thuse players have had 
major roles in lifting the Salukis from the 
dept.ls of mediocrity and below, probably the 
best thing about them in Van Winkle's eyes is 
that th~y 'II be back next year 
Van Winkle hinted earliei' ill the season that 
Walker, the only senior except for Harry 
Hunter, would have started at forward, but that 
"They look like a team that has pl1tyed 
together for a couple years," said Drake Coach 
Gary Garner. ''They're very talented. They 
probably had more tt.lent walking around 
campus fas red-shirts) last year than they had 
on the court." 
:irJ~~~~ ~~~ s~~~oit~ juniors instead to 
The juniors Van Winkle has relied on have 
come through. Before the season, the Salukis 
were considf'red a "sleeper" by most coaches 
from the'MVC. because (If SIU-C's influx of 
Van Winkle did not have to experiment much 
during the earl .. stages of tne season to find his 
best combinatillll. He used the same starting 
lineup in the first nine games. Since then, only 
Pie Walker and Chris George have cracked the ~ REBUILDING, Page 22 
Dupree leaves college behind-again 
JACKSON, MISS. (AP) -
Talented running back Marcus 
Dupree, barred by the NCAA 
from playing football until Ilf85, 
has dropped out of college for 
the second time this year. this 
time from the University of 
Southern Mississippi. 
"He is dropping out for 
financial. personal reason!>," 
Kenneth Fairley, a Hattiesoorg 
businessman and longtim~ 
friend of the one-time 
Oklahoma star. said Tuesday. 
"He wants to get a job for ttUs 
semester and try to work out 
these personal problems." 
Fairly said DupreE: had not 
contacted professional team, 
before malung his decision, and 
spokesmen for both major pro 
leagues said they were unaware 
of any plans by Dupree to turn 
pr~He's not "ligible for the draft 
and won't Ik· until a year after 
his class graduates" (1987), 
said Jim Heffernan. National 
Football League director of 
public relations. "We have our 
rules and we have no plans to 
change them." 
Doug Kelly, cGOrdinator .of 
information for the United home in Philadelphia before 
States Football League. which enroiling at Souther!" 
signed Herschel Walker last Mississippi on Oct. 19, 
year after iis junior year at "Marcus has had difficulty 
Georgia. said "an} statements coping with the fact he cannot 
or questions regarding his play college football until 1985 
future would be purely and has talked of the possitility 
speculative on anyone's part." of playing professional fool· 
After Dupree dropped out of ball," Southern MissiSSippi 
Oklaho)ma, USFL Com- Coach Jim Carmody l aid in a 
mis.<;ioner Cbet Simmons said statement. "He is not sure of ;lis 
the league would adhere to its· plans at this time but it is ob-
policy of signing no more un- vious he will not be playing 
dergraduates. Kelly said football at USM." 
Dupree's USFLrights belong to But Fairley said he had 
the New Jersey Generals under talked with Dupree and that the 
the league's territorial system. decision to leave Southern 
Dupree, hil'hiy recruited Mississippi had nothing to do 
after a standout C:ar,,-,er at with any plans to play in the 
Philadelphia. Miss., High professional ranks. 
School. drew national attention Carmody had hoped Dupree 
his freshman year at would be able to play for 
Oklahoma, gaining 905 yards. Southern MissiSSippi next 
Hewasneralded before the 1983 season. But the NCAA, in 
season a~ a leading candidate response lO a query from school 
for the Heisman Trophy but officials, told the S('hoo\ that its 
walked away from Oklahoma rules require that an ~.thiete sit 
afler the Sooners lost to Texas out a year after transferring 
28·16 on Oct. 8. from one school to another. 
Dupree had been plaguecf hy 
injUries and had been criticl~ Dupree. as he did after 
by Sooner Coach Barry Switzer. leaving Oklahon a, dropoed out 
He spent several days at his of sight Monday. . 
